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An integrated reconnaissance survey was carried out over 600 km* 
of Lower Palaeozoic sediments and Caledonian granites in south-west 
Scotland. 
Airborne electromagnetic (IPI), magnetic, and radiometric surveys 
were made over three sectors of the project area considered on available 
geological evidence to offer environments favourable to mineralisation. 
The B-4 and magnetic surveys showed prominent amomalies associated with 
belts of black shales and a number of these are currently under 
examination. 
metric survey 
ground survey 
of the spatial relationships of the major granite plutons. 
Field and geochemical surveys led to the discovery of many new 
No significant anomalies were indicated by the radio- 
and no important radioactive mineralisation was found in 
follow-up. The gravity survey has improved the knowledge 
mineral prospects. Gold, not previously reported in the project area, 
was shown by panning to have a wide distribution and several interesting 
copper, lead, zinc, molybdenum and tungsten occurrences have been found. 
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1.3 Phvsical Description of Project llrea, 
5e erea is covered by one-inch to one-mile Ordnance Survey 
Sheets 67 and 73 and one-inch to one-mile Geological Survey Sheets 4, 
8, 9, 14 and 15. 
5e region is dominated by 
metamorphic aureole of the Loch 
the ring of high ground formed by the 
Doon intrusion. 5e western aureole 
includes the Merrick (840 m), the highest peak in the south of Scotland, 
while the eastern aureole forms the prominent ridge of the Rhinns of 
Kells. The Carsphairn granitic complex, in contrast 
intrusion, rises above its aureole to form the large 
north-east of Carsphairn village. 
5e main watercourses of the area are the Doon, 
with the Loch Doon 
roundedmassto the 
Cree, Ken and Dee; 
the Doon flowing northward into the Firth of Clyde and the others south 
to the Solway. The Doon end Dee drain the northern end southern halves 
respectively of the Loch Doon intrusion, while the Ken and Cree 
most of the maminiq ground. 5e main watersheds and drainage 
are showa in Fig. 1.3 (back pocket). 
drain 
pattern 
A large part of the area is covered by young forest. 5i.s 
hindrance to free movement is more th,an offset by the access provided 
by the useful network of new forest roads. 
1.4 Geological Description of the Area 
The early concept of the geology of the Southern Uplands was of 
a relatively thin, strongly folded sequence of greywackes, siltstones 
and shaLesi A revival of interest in the greywackes of this Lower 
Palaeozoic succession, begun in the IPSO+, soon cast doubt on the 
earlier interpretation. The modern view envisages a thick succession, 
dominated by greywackes, laid&down 
trench environment. ,5is pile was 
rapidly in an Ordovician-Silurian 
subsequently subjected to strong 
NW-SE compressional movements which, eventually, produced fault-bounded 
blocks of nesr-verticsl beds. The stratigraphical sequences within 
blocks csn be traced for considerable distances along strike (NEXW) 
but s;re difficult to correlate across strike (IrTw-SE). 
The culmination of the main period of erogenic movement was 
aocompsnied in Lower Old Red Sandstone times by the emplacement of 
granite plutons into the folded sedimentary pile. The principal intrusions 
of Loch Doon andCarsphairn are broadly similar in that they both have 
a central acid phase encompassed by a variety of more basic rocks which, 
in turn, sre in contact with the country rock. Geological opinion is 
divided as to whether substantial portions of the basic facies rocks 
have a magmatic origin or sre derived from the melting 
formations. !l?he grsnitic intrusions were subsequently 
now form important physicaL and geological features of 
of sedimentary 
unroofed and 
the Southern 
Uplands. The general geology of the area is shown in Fig. 1.4. 
!I!he Southern Uplands have long been known to contain both noble- 
mets3 and base-metal mineralisation and in some areas intermittent 
. 
prospecting snd mining has been csrried on for centuries. Historibally 
the most productive district was Leadhills - Wsnlockhead, which yielded 
lead-silver and zinc ores from near-vertical veins with WNW to NW and 
RNW to RYE trends. Significant amounts of base-metal ores have been 
produced, mainly in the 19th century, from veins in the Newton Stewart 
district and from Woodhead nesr Carsphairu village. 
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2.1 
2.1.1 
Introduction 
Aims and Objectives of Surveys 
5e geophysical reconnaissance methods used fall into three 
categories: 
1) 5e gravity survey 
2) 5e airborne surveys, comprising electromagnetic (EN), magnetic 
and radiometric measurements 
3) Ground follow up of snomalies measured in airborne surveys * 
5e objective of the gravity survey was to define the distribution 
of granitic rocks below the present erosion surface. Significant 
negative residuril Bouger anomalies coincide with the grsnitic complexes 
and it is therefore possible that other similar anomalies may reflect 
the presence of buried granitic intrusions 
controls of mineralisation. 
which represent possible 
The airborne weys were carried out 
I 
their ability to detect ore bodies, with a 
over a limited area to test 
view to extending coverage 
if successful. Ground follow up of interesting aerial anomalies is 
necessary in orde .r to establish their position, size and shape more 
accurately. 
2.1.2 Previous Work : the 1959 Aeromagnetic Survey 
An aeromagnetic survey of south-west Scotland was made during 
1959 and the results published as a map (IGS, 1972). Fig. 2.1 shows 8 
the results for the Boon-Fleet district and surrounding area. Over 
the Southern Uplands the mwetic field is relatively smooth and must 
reflect the variation in depth or composition of a deep magnetic 
basement. Independent calculations by various authors based on 
different kinds of geophysical evidence (magneto-telluric, seismic and 
2. GEOPHYSICAL SUBWEXS 
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FIG 2.1 AEROMAGNETIC MAP (1972 ) OF DOON-FLEET DISTRICT. 
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2.2 
2.2.1 
2.2.2 
magnetic) indicate that this basement lies at a depth of about 
12 kilometres. There is no clear relationship between the magnetic 
field and the distribution of granitic complexes though the perts of 
them which contain higher proportions of magnetite are 
some of the small-scale features. The linear negative 
NW-SE on the east side of Fig. 2.1 is almost certainly 
responsible for 
anomalytrending 
caused'by a 
reversely magnetised Tertiary dyke. It can be traced south-east 
across England to the Cleveland4rmathwaite dyke and at Troston Hill 
(RX 7091) it coincides with a dyke outcry which may link with the 
Caponcraig-Coylton dyke of Ayrshire. . 
Gravity Survey 
Area Examined 
The surveywas 
area covered by the 
supplemented by the 
carried out in the Doon-Fleet district over the 
map in Fig.2.2. The information obtained was 
results of previous surveys in areas to the south 
and east by Bott and Masson Smith (1960) over the Criffell complex and 
by Parslow and Randall (1973) over the meet granite. 
Techniaue and Data Reduction 
The instruments used were a La Co&e and a Worden gravimeter. 
Where possible measurements were taken at bench marks or spot heights, 
but in areas where these were sparse stations were levelled to the 
nearest bench mark, and a series of levelled traverses were made to 
improve the definition of some steep gravity gradients. Obsemtions 
were related to the IGSN 71 network and reduced using the 1967 
htema-bional Gravity lbmula and a dendity of 2.70 &cmm3. Complete 
terrain corrections were applied and the results presented as a 
l:sO 000 Bouger anomaly map contoured at 1 milligal (10 gravity units) 
intervals. In Fig. 2.2 this map is shown reduced to a scale of 
1:lOO 000. 
2.2.3 Results 
The figure shows a regional decrease in the value of the Bouguer 
anomaly from west to east across the whole of the area: this is probably 
caused by a change in crustal thickness from the Scottish mainland to 
the Irish Sea. By inspection of profiles extending for about 
100 kilometres around the area surveyed (derived mainly from other 
gravity surveys carried out by IGS) the regional gradient was evaluated 
at 0.2 milligal per kilometre decreasing in an easterly direction. For 
the purpose of interpret&ion a 'residual' Bouguer anomaly map was 
prepared at the same scale (1:50 000) with this regional gradient 
removed. 
Apart from the regional gradieni, the most prominent features are 
the 'lows' coinciding with the granite of the Loch Doon igneous complex 
and the Fleet granite. There is clearly an extension of low density 
material to the east and north of these exposures. Between the two 
igneous complexes lies an axis of relatively weaker 'highs', corresponding 
to material denser than the country rock, trending approximately NE-SW 
but with a change in direction where the complexes are closest to each 
other. 
2.2‘4 Interpretation in Terms of Geology 
The following list of average rock densities is based on a large 
number of laboratory measurements on rocks from the area, most of them 
given in previously published material and some carried out by the 
Engineering Geology Unit of IGS:- 
Granite 2.62 g.cm -3 
Norite 2.82 g.cm -3 
Sediments 2.72 g.cm -3 
Tonalite 2.71 g.crnw3 
For the purpose of interpretation the small difference between the 
sediment and tonalite densities was ignored. The density contrasts 
are thust- 
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Detailed traverses across the complex revealed a residual gravity 'low' 
of amplitude 3 milligals and width approximately 3 kilometres centred a 
little to the north-east of the granite exposure (Fig. 2.3a). A gravity 
model of the structure indicates that the granite/acid hybrid part of it 
has a diameter increasing to about 3 kilometres not far below outcmp, 
suggesting a gently dipping roof extending towards the north. The sides 
of the structure are near vertical, except towards the north-west, and it 
is joined to the granite platform postulated above. 
The model does not accoun t for a residual ridge of positive anomalies 
having a maximum amplitude of 3 milligals south-west of the Loch Doon 
complex, decreasing between the Loch Doon and Fleet complexes to about 
2 milligals towards the Burnhead intrusion. Interpretation of this 
feature is speculative, but attempts have been made to explain it in 
terms of either norite, or of denser sediments which do not feature in 
the density measurements because the samples on which they have been 
made were not collected from this part of the area. The two models are 
shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. In the norite model (Fig. 2.4) the exposed 
norite corresponds with that at the southern end of the Loch Doon complex. 
In both models the shapes of the structures, particularly their variation 
with depth, should be treated only as a guide to a possible model 
explaining the observed gravity results. The station spacing itself is 
less than one per square kilometre so the effects of masses with 
dimensions of the order of a kilometre may not be revealed and will not 
therefore be included in the models. The norite outcrop 
complex, for instance, has dimensions smaller than this. 
The model based on sediments of a higher density is 
in the Burnhead 
perhaps 
geologically more satisfactory: a cross-section of the model is shown 
Fig. 2.6 in which the density contrast with the surrounding sediments 
been taken as 0.03 g.cm -3 . It is of course quite possible that a 
combination of the two models is the true explanation of the gravity 
results. 
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The existence of more basic material between the Doon and Fleet 
complexes is supported by the geochemical reconnaissance data obtained by 
the Radioactive and Metalliferous Minerals Unit. The data show a clearly 
defined zone of enrichment in such elements as Mg, Ca, Ti, Fe and Ni 
stretching from the middle reaches of Penkiln Burn, NNE towards the most 
basic part of the southern section of the Doon complex. The main minerals 
accommodating these elements are ilmenite, orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene 
which are typical of more basic rocks. The zone does not appear to 
extend beyond the Doon complex towards the Burnhead intrusion, though the 
residual gravity anomaly persists with a reduced aplitude. 
The remaining residual anomalies not accounted for by the granite 
model together with either the norite or higher density sediment modeis, 
are all less than 1.3 milligal except in the extreme east of the area 
(centred around NX 65 78) where there is a residual negative anomaly of 
just over 2 milligal. 
2.3 Airborne Surveys 
2.3.1 Areas Examined 
Two areas (Fig. 2.1) were selected on geological grounds as 
favourable environments for the occurrence of economic mineralisation 
and where the terrain and absence of man-made interference rendered them 
suitable for this type of survey. Total area surveyed was approximately 
273 km* and total length of line flown 1416 km. 
2.3.2 Techniques Employed 
* 0 a Equipment: The airborne surveys were carried out during July 7973 
by Hunting GeoJ,ogy and Geophysics Ltd under contract to NZRC. Continuous 
measurements of electromagnetic @I), magnetic and radiometric response 
were made from a helicopter at a mean ground clearance of 61 metres along 
NW-SE flight lines 200 m apart. 
The m equipment (Scintrex XEX-701) uses a single frequency of 
1600 Hz with transmitter and receiver coils mounted vertically and 
coaxially 9 m apart in a rigid boom which is towed below and behind the 
aircraft at the end of a 30 m cable. The receiver measures the in-phase 
and out-of-phase components of the resultant field *Aich are recorded as 
parts per million (ppm) of the primary field. 
A proton precession magnetometer was used to measure the earth's 
total magnetic field, the sensing head being on the towing cable 12 m 
below the helicopter (approximately 49 m above the ground). 
Continuous recodings of gamma radiation were made in the energy 
bands corresponding to potassium, uranium and thorium emissions, as well 
as of the total gamma radiation. 
(b) Sources of anomalies: EN anomalies are produced by electrically 
conducting materials and by man-made sources of interference such as 
power lines and radio transmitters. Conduction in the most near-surface 
rocks is largely electrolytic, taking plaoe through ionised fluid in pore 
spaces and is normally insufficient to give aerial EM anomalies. There 
are however some naturally occurring minerals which are good electronic 
conductors and therefore permit conduction through the mass of the JXXAC 
if their grains are sufficiently concentrated and interconnected. The 
most important of these are graphite and most of the base metal sulphides, 
the latter being the prime target of Bl surveys, Host clay minerals 
have high conductivities resulting from the ionised absorbed water they 
contain and represent another important cause of EN anomalies, 
particularly in areas containing shales. 
The naturally occurring sources of magnetic anomalies are principally 
iron and titanium oxides, and pyrrhotite, a iron sulphide. Hagnetite 
is the commonest cause, followed by pyrrhotite, ilmenite and some foroas 
of hematite. Magnetite is not a significant constituent of rocks in the 
project area so most of the magnetic anomalies are attributed to ilmenite 
with possible importan t contributions from the minerals pyrrhotite and 
hematite in certain areas. 
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2.3.3 mults 
(a) EN results: These were 
maps at a scale of I:10 560 
presented by the contractor in the form of 
of the in-phase component contoured at 
intervals of 25 ppm, and di agrammatic maps at the same scale showing the 
position and in-phase : out-of-phase ratio of the anomalies. The coil 
arrangement used in this survey produces a mainly positive anomaly over 
a conductive body and many of these were recorded. Areas of in-phase 
anomaly exceeding 50 ppm are shown in Fig, 2.7. They have a dominant 
XX-SW trend and generally correspond to mapped inliers of shale which 
occur in belts in this area. The "herring bone" pattern on many of 
these anomalies which are perpendicular to the direction of flight * 
results from the fact that alternate lines are flown in opposite 
directions and over hilly areas, inaccuracies in position tend to be 
along the flight direction. Anomalies over the shales vary considerably, 
from less than 25 ppm to over 600 ppm (the highest value'which could be 
recorded on the equipment used). The most probable reason for the high 
shale conductivity is the absorbed water which they contain in clay 
minerals; however some of them also contain graphite, pyrite or pyrrhotite 
which would also contribute to their conductivity. The large variations 
in conductivity may be explained by the variation in water content 
according to the degree of compaction of t>re shales, and/or in the 
percentage of other conductive minerals present. Within the aureoles 
of the igneous complexes the shales are generally non-conductive which 
could be a result of the removal of water by baking. 
cutside the shale belts the more prominent EN anomalies are caused 
by man-made features; this applies for instance to the chain of 
negative anomalies trending approximately SSE from Craig of Knockgray 
between NX 54 96 and 59 89 which are due to a power transmission line. 
The rest are of relatively small extent and almost certainly reflect 

. . 
small unmapped shale inliers; none have significant magnetic anomalies 
associated with them. 
(b) Aeromagnetic results: Results were presented by the contractors 
as contoured maps on a scale of MO 560. Fig. 2.8 shows these results 
reduced to a scale of i:lOC 000. There is no dominant M&SW trend of 
the type indicated on the EN map. Although most of the stronger magnetic 
anomalies occur in the same areas as the main m anomalies, that is over 
the shale belts, they are often not coincident and are not of the same 
shape. This suggests that the magnetic material is not necessarily in 
the shale itself 
that lavas which 
is some evidence 
over shales were 
but may be associated with it. One possibility is 
underlie the 
against this 
investigated 
A strong magnetic anomaly 
intrusions, and a smaller one 
intrusion. 
shales cause the anomalies, although there 
(section 2.4.3.). 
in more detail on 
was measured over 
over the Craig of 
Some of the anomalies 
the ground. 
the Burnhead - Hid Hill 
Enockgray [m 570 9441 
In the NE part of the area flown the character of the aeromagnetic 
map changes. 
NW-SE though 
anomaly this 
parallel to, 
To the NE of Carsphairn village the predominant trend is 
the anomalies are not large. In areas of weak magnetic 
trend should be treated with suspicion as it is exactly 
and probably therefore is a consequence of, the direction of 
the flight lines. ffowever some of the anomalies with this trend are 
30 gamma or more above or below the background and it is unlikely that 
these could be spurious. The anomalies immediately to the north-east 
of the Carsphairn igneous complex are on strike with a much more prominent 
negative anomaly revealed in the 1959 Aerowetic survey (Fig. 2.1) and 
attributed to a reversely magnetised Tertiary dyke. 
2.3.4 Aeroradiometric results: Not available for this report 
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2.4 Ground Follow-up of,Airborne Surveys 
2.4.1 Areas Examined 
At Craig of Knockgray magnetic measurements were made to determine 
whether the magnetic material indicated by the aerial anomalies is 
contained within the igneous intrusion there or in the surrounding 
greywackes. Ground EJ'4 and magnetic surveys were carried out in the 
Cairnsgarroch area (Fig. 1.3) where large EM anomalies, some with 
apparently associated magnetic anomalies, were measured in the aerial 
survey over the belt of shales. At Bush Farm [RX 545 8671 aerial EM 
anomalies lying over an inlier of black shales and lavas were investigated. 
At Penkiln Burn[NX 445 7651 , where there are good aerial EM and 
magnetic anomalies, ground measurements were made primarily to find out 
whether the sources of lead observed in stream sediments by the 
Radioactive and Metalliferous Minerals Iinit could be detected. In 
addition the position and nature of most of the small isolated EM 
anomalies was established by ground measurement. 
2.4.2 Techniques Employed 
For EN measurements an ABEM Demigun equipment was used. This is 
a slingram horizontal loop EZ4 system operating on two frequencies. 
Normally the transmitter-receiver separation was 60 metres and 
measurements were taken every 20 metres along pegged lines. This was 
supplemented by a Geonics EN 16 equipment which measures distortions of 
the VIZ field from distant tjeansmitting stations. 
Magnetic measurements of 
traverse lines with an Elsec 
IP measurements were made as 
IP equipment. 
2.4.3 Results 
the total field were made along the same 
proton magnetometer. At the Penkiln Burn 
well using a Geoscience frequency domain 
(a) Cmig of Knockzy: Intense elongated magnetic anomalies of up to 
3000 gamma mplitude, striking NW-SE, wer e measured on the ground within 
the area of the intrusion, but mainly close to its margins. Outside the 
intrusion the anomalies are small, so that the possibility that 
significant quantities of magnetic minerals have been concentrated by the 
intrusion in the surrounding greywackes must be rejected. The one 
significant anomaly 
caused by a dyke. 
(b) Cairnsgarroch: 
which does occur outside the intrusion is probably 
very strong, well defined ZPI anomalies were measura; 
they extend across the SZ slopes of Cairnsgarroch and correspond closely 
with mapped shale horizons. They are almost certainly produced by shale 
bands dipping steeply to the nozth-west. They are highly conductive, 
with resistivities of the order of 0.1 ohm metre. Within the anomalous 
area there is a relatively resistive band coinciding with an outcrop of 
pillow spilite lava, and laboratory measurements on a specimen showed 
that it is indeed non-conductive. In an area of shales where the main 
EM anomaly bifurcates and shows a flexure in its trend there is a band 
of magnetic anomalies (up to 500 gamma). It is possible that the change 
of trend indicates a fault around which magnetic material has concentrated. 
However over much of the area surveyed ZM and magnetic anomalies are not 
clearly associated and therefore do not arise from the same souxce. 
Laboratory measurements of the magnetic susceptibility of a pillow lava 
specimen showed that it is only weakly magnetic (10 -5 CCS units) and 
therefore unlikely to be the source of the magnetic anomalies, which 
would need to have a susceptibility of around 10%X units. Since 
magnetite is not common in the area the most likely cause is ilmenite 
with minor contributions from hematite and pyrrhotite. 
Results from the analysis of soil samples along four of the 
geophysical traverses by the Radioactive and Metalliferous Minerals Unit 
indicate only weak anomalies, insufficient to suggest the presence of any 
significant quantity of copper, lead or zinc mineralisation. Copper 
appears to show the best defined pattern of anomalies and zinc the least. 
There is no clear correlation with the EX or magnetic results, though 
the direction of the trend is similar- and the better geochemical anomalies 
occur downslope from the geophysical 
(c) Bush Farm As at Cairnsgarroch 
closely to the shale inlier, but the 
anomalies. 
the E!M anomalies correspond very 
material is not as conductive 
(resistivity about 5 ohn metre). There are no appreciable associated 
magnetic anomalies though small anomlies do occur over parts of the 
surrounding greywackes which have been shown by the South Lowlands Unit 
to contain traces of pyrrhotite. Traverses were made across the Polharrow 
Burn section and laboratory measurements on a lava sample taken from that 
sectian show the lava to be only weakly magnetic (7.5 x 10'5CGS units). 
(d) Penkiln Burn: This area was investigated in some detail using the 
induced polarisation method as well as E%! and magnetic methods to determine 
whether information from geophysical measurements would be of use in 
tracing the source of lead mineralisation indicated from analyses of 
stream sediment and soil samples colleCt8d by the Radioactive and 
Metalliferous Minerals Unit.. As is the case elsewhere, certain shale 
bands have been clearly defined by strong EN anomalies, and large IP 
anomalies were measured. 
In contrast to Cairnsgarroch, the correlation between the Dl and 
geochemical soil results is a_uite good. Copper, zinc and particularly 
lead levels are appreciably higher and the anomalies are much better 
defined; moreover lead, zinc and some copper mineralisation have been 
discovered in situ. Within the Penkiln soil grid there are three 
anomalous zones, one very well defined, another moderately well defined 
and the third less distinct. The most obvious anomalous zone correlates 
clearly with a belt of low EN values, that is with a zone of low 
conductivity rock. A similar correlation, though less clearly defined, 
is apparent for the other two geochemically anomalous zones; none of these 
zones lie over rocks of high conductivity, suggesting that the aore 
conductive shales are not the ones which are mineralised. There is no 
correlation between magnetic material and any geochemical patterns. 
If the relationships at Penkiln apply elsewhere, then the EN method 
could be useful in delineating zones of pocrly conducting rocks in the 
mineralised areas of the black shale belt. 
2.5 Conclusions 
2.5.1 The Gravity Survey 
The validity of the space form deduced for the DoonJleet mnite 
complex depends essentially on the correctness of the assumption of a 
uniform density contrast between the two major rock types, but, on 
geological grounds, the densities could be expected to be uniform. 
Confidence in the interpretation is strengthened by the absence at outcrop 
of any other rock type of different density, other than norite, and the 
close coincidence of the actual and model outcrops of the granite. Except 
for the relatively minor residual anomaly between the Doon and Fleet 
granites the Bouguer anomaly fluctuations can be explained satisfactorily 
by a downward extrapolation of known surface geology. There is evidence 
to suggest that the residual anomaly arises from more basic material. 
The most significant feature of the model is the granite platform 
which appears to connect the Fleet, Doon and Carsphairn cupolas at a depth 
of 3-5 kilometres. 
although cupolas of 
be detected. It is 
No major unexposed cupola rises from this platform 
the order of 1 kilometre in diameter or less would not 
unlikely therefore that unexposed granite of greater 
extent occurs at a depth of less than 3 km below surface anywhere in the 
area. Geochemical and geological evidence indicate that there is no 
enhancement of mineralisation in the greywackes over the area of the 
granite platform. 
2.5.2 heria!. Surveys and Ground Follow-Up 
It is almost certain that none of the major EDI anomalies measured 
arise directly from ore bodies. Virtually all of them are caused by 
black shales of no intrinsic economic value. However the geochemical 
reconnaissance drainage survey has indicated that there is a connection 
between mineralisation and the belt of black shales, so the geophysical 
anomalies cannot yet be dismissed as of no economic significance. At 
Penkiln the relation between the lead mineralisation and the shales is 
not known, but a good correlation has been demonstrated between lead 
concentrations in soils and the non-conductive parts of the shale belt; 
at Cairnsgarroch, where concentrations are relatively low, there is no 
such correlation however. A few isolated @I anomalies which have not 
been investigated in detail lie on strike with the shale belt and are 
very probably caused by shales themselves. 
Measurements on the ground have confirmed that the EM and magnetic 
anomalies do not have the same origin; the latter are probably caused by 
. the presence of ilmenite with minor magnetite and mhotfte in the shale 
belts. An interesting aspect of the aeromagnetic survey is the W-SE 
trend of the anomalies in the NE part of the area flown (ie to the NE of 
Carsphairn) which corresponds to the trend of a major Tertiary dyke 
revealed on the regional aeromagnetic map for the area. 
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3.2 
Introductio= 
This section reports on the results of the 
and the consequent laboratory work completed in 
by the South Lowlands Unit, IGS. 
Field Investigations 
field investigations 
the period 1973 - 1975 
Reconnaissance field investigations oarried out involved the 
examination and selective sampling of rocks, with particular attention 
being directed to promising areas suggested by an inspection of existing 
IGS maps and records. Outcrop inspection was supplemented by pa, 
a useful -port technique in searching for ore minerals in sreas of 
poor qosure. Retision.field mapping was carried out in a few areas 
to assist the interpretation of recognised mineralisation. 
3.2.1 Advances in Geological Information 
Since the lgsO1s increasing attention has been paid to the greywackes 
in the Southern Uplands and recent work has been carried out in areas 
along strike to the south-west and north-east from the Doon - Glenkens 
area. During the present investigations the opportunity was taken to 
study the greywackes and other sediments in order to attempt a correlation 
with these other areas and to assist in a structural analysis 'of the 
region. 
Laboratory work has confirmed that the greywackes of the present 
area can be subdivided into 'formations* which have a similar petrology 
and distribution pattern to those formations described fYom fla&ing 
amas. Fig. 3.1 is a map showing the distribution of greywacke formations 
in the northern part of the srea. The situation in the southern psrt 

3.2.2 
is more complex and will require 
The structural pattern also 
similarity throughout, at least, 
further work. 
appears to show a remarkable degree of 
the northern belt of the Southern 
Uplands, with the dominent control being exercised by large strike-faults, 
probably of reverse type. NW-SE trending wrench-faults also occur and 
tend to control the vein-type mineralisation in the srea. 
Existing knowledge of the important pyrrhotite-nickel minerdlisation 
association at Tslnotzy emphasised the need to determine the distribution 
and composition of pyrrhotite in the project srea. Of the sm8Unumber 
of minor occurrences identified, some by the aeromagnetic survey, only 
those found with the aureole of the Fleet granite gave any indication 
of associated nickel mineralisation. 
NineraSisation 
Mineralised rock samples taken for laboratory studywere examined 
microscopically for economic minersls, with confizMfon by X-ray powder . 
diffraction @ED) where considered necessary. Selected samples were 
analysed to determine their economic element content. . 
These investigations established the existence of severa previously 
unknown examples of exposed mineralisation. These 8re described 8nd 
located in some detail in the appendix to this section but are summarised 
here as followst- 
(a) Burnhead-MidHill . 
Tonalite-diorite intrusions : 
(b) Kirreoch Burn, Loch Doon 
Margin8l. tonalite faoies : disseminated marcasite, pyrite, 
disseminated marcasite, arsenop@te, 
pyrrhotite, pyrite, cheilcopyrite and * 
molybdenite. 
pyrrhotite, and arsenopyrfte. 
( > C 
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Xnockmav, Carsphairn 
Acid hybrid intrusion : 
Milldown, Loch Dungeon 
Black shales : 
girshinnoch Burn 
Altered Idyke' rock : mineralised breccia with maJor Fe, Ti 
Garland Burn tributary, Ibon Grate 
Doon complex tonalite : lode with significant amounts of Fe, 
W, Co, As and (?)Ni. 
Step of Trool 
Greywacke and shale : minerslised breccia with pyrite, 
srsenopyzite and traces of spalerite 
and gslena. 
disseminated marcasite, pyrite and 
pyrrhotite. 
Pb-Zn mineralisation in belts of 
crushed shales. 
sndminorAs andW. 
Lead-&c minerslisation with traces of nickel minerals was found _ 
in the new Forestry Commission quarry on the west side of Clatteringshaws 
Loch. Mineralisation was slso identified at a number of triels discovered 
in the CrsigshinnieBurn (I%), the PulranBurn(Pb, Zn), the GreyHare% 
Tail Burn(Pb), and the ClennochBurn (Pb) areas. 
The search for mineralisation was supported by the collection of 
panned heavy minera concentrates from streams. Tributaries, rather than 
main streams, were selected in an attempt to narrow dom sources of 
suPPlY* It was anticipated that pannin& would supplement other geologic&l 
information in areas of poor e-osure and assist in revealing 
the presence of finely disseminated or elteredmineralisatfon not readily 
e 
identifiable from outcrop inspection. Streams supplying sediment to large 
tracts of alluvium (notable examples being present within the Loch Doon 
pluton) were also panned to determine whether the level of concentratian 
of any ore minerals found would warrant/alluvial exploitation. The 
distribution of panning sites is shown in Fig, 1.3. 
A Malayan style 'dulang', a circular dish 50 cm in diameter and 
10 cm deep, was the form of pan used in this exercise. The technique 
at each site involved the extraction by sieving of the -5 mm size 
fraction from poorly sorted stream sediment and the subsequent removal, 
by washing, of the light minerals (ie quartz, feldspar, mica etc) to 
leave a residue of heavy minerals. The 'dulang' can accommodate 
workable amounts of sediment up to 8 kg, this amount usually being 
obtained from approximately 20 kg of unsorted stream debris. 
Residual light fraction minerals were removed from each sample in 
the laboratory using heavy liquid separation. The heavy fractions were 
then further divided into 5 or 6 portions by passing through. a *Cooke* 
isodynamic separator. This technique groups the minerals according to 
their magnetic susceptibilities and so provides a useful additional 
identification guide prior to microscope examination. Microscope 
determination, with XRD identifications where necessary, gave an estimate 
of the proportion of both economic and non-economic minerals present. 
Nany new occurrences of economic minerals were identified from pan 
concentrates and are listed in -END= 1. The mineral assemblages and 
concentrations recorded at any site are influenced by variable and 
unquantifiable factors and consequently give little guidance as to the 
number, size or distance of any contributory source of minerdisation. 
The mineral information derived from the field and geochemical 
surveys is collated in section 5 to show the geographical distribution 
of the several economic elements and in section 6 the mineralisation 
pattern in different parts of the area surveyed. The two sections are 
closely linked to each other and to DPENDIX 1. 
4. GE0~CA.L SURVEYS 
4.1 Introduction 
Geochemical surveys have been carried out extensively in SW 
Scotland at both reconnaissance and follow-up levels but only the 
results of reconnaissance drainage surveys of the Doon - Glenkens area 
are described in this report. It must be emphasised that the 
geochemical results and interpretation presented in section 5 are 
preliminary and incomplete by virtue of some unresolved *acertainties 
of analytical accuracy in some of the data (Optical Errission 
Spectroscopy analyses of stream sediment. data eg for MO) 
analytical data for a significant number of samples from 
yet to be received. 
4.2 Methods of sample collection and analysis 
Reconnaissance drainage geochemical exploration has 
out in the area using a combination of sample types from 
the majority of sites a panned heavy mineral concentrate 
andbecause 
the area have 
been carried 
each site. At 
was collected 
by the classical gold panning technique so as to obtain about 25 g of 
concentrate, Details of the method of collection, preparation and 
analysis for the elements Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Sn, Sb, Ba, Ce 
and Pb are given in Leake and Aucott (1973), and Leake and Smith (19'75). 
In additidn a -100 mesh sieved sediment was collected from most sites 
in the manner described in Plant (19’71) though with the use of a 
minimum of water in wet-sieving 1 through /lO" mesh in the field so as 
to avoid uncontrollable loss of the finest sediment fraction as 
suspension in the excess water. The sieved sediments have been 
analysed for the elements 14, De, B, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Ga, Rb, 
Sr, Y, Zr, MO, Ag, Sn, Ba, La, Pb by Direct Reader Optical Rmission 
Spectrograph, for Cu, Zn and Pb by Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry 
and for U by delayed neutron activation. 
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At several sites, particularly in the smaller streams where the 
amount of sediment was low, a water-suspended fraction sediment ( 
effectively -240 mesh sediment) was collected as described in Leake and 
Smith (1975). These samples were analysed for Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pb and 
U LJ XBF and selecked samples of water-suspended and -100 mesh sediment 
were also analysed for As, either cclourimetrically or by XRF. 
4.3 Methods of data interpretation 
The object of the collection of two or more different samples at 
one site was to detect dispersion of elements of interest with maximum 
efficiency in as much of the sediment size spectrum as possible. Using 
a combination of panned heavy mineral concentrate and sieved or suspended 
fraction sediment achieves an effective coverage of heavy metal 
dispersion within the grain size range 1000 um to 2 um. Detection of 
dispersion of heavy detrital grains is best achieved with the panned 
concentrate but this sample is unable to detect hydromorphio dispersion 
of the more soluble elements as concentrations occur adsorbed onto clay 
grade material and on grain coatings which form a significant proportion 
of the sediment only at fine grain sizes. Hydromorphic dispersion, 
though less pronounced than detrital dispersion from mineralisation in 
the area as a whole, is the best means by which heavily leached and 
&ssan type surface expression of mineralisation can be detected. 
Comparison of concentrations of elements of interest in the various 
sample types from one site collected at the reconnaissance stage can lead 
to an understanding of the predominant dispersion mechanism from 
mineralisation and therefore the probable nature of surface expression 
of the ore, and can give indications of the most efficient methods for 
further delineation of the anomaly in the early stages of follow-up. 
The panned concentrate has the further advantage that if dispersion 
is predominantly detrital, the ore mineral can often be identified easily 
after microscopic examination of the concentrate sub-sample not consumed 
by preparation for analysis. Fkrthermore ore minerals can often be 
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identified in the field at the panning stage, which can be especially 
useful in initial follow-up work. 
The most important early step in the analysis and interpretation of 
the reconnaissance drainage data for mineral exploration is the determination 
of which samples contain anomalous metal concentrations ultimately derived 
from mineralisation. Though this procedure can often be carried out easily 
by inspection, in many cases significant anomalies can be of low amplitude 
and statistical data handling, often multivariate, is necessary to detect 
them. This aspect of the present work is as yet far from compJ.ete for 
reasons mentioned above. Nevertheless several clearly anomalous aites have 
been recognised by a combination of the analysis of cumulative frequency 
diagrams for each element in each sample type and by comparison with data 
from other parts of SW Scotland where the interpretation of the drainage 
data has been carried further. 
Concentrate data sets often show a clearly defined background and 
anomalous population, with a marked discontinuity between, by virtue of the 
presence or absence of ore minerals. Such is the case for Pb where the 
content of this element in the common rock-forming minerals which make up 
the bulk of the concentrates is low, and a higher concentration in the 8ampk 
indicates the 
Mineralogical 
from the area 
presence of an ore mineral in a significant amount. 
examination of selected background and anomalous concentrates 
have shown a close correlation between the statistically 
chosen threshold and the presence of a significant amount of a lead mineral. 
For other elements eg Zn thisdoes not apply, as some common rock-forming 
minerals can contain a significant amount of Zn eg orthopyroxene. Thou& 
3 
the highly anomalous samples can be 
anomalies can best be distinguished 
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recognised easily, low amplitude 
from local enrichments in the back- 
by study of the element association in ground due to a different rock type 
the samples. Sieved or suspended fraction sediment data sets often also do 
not exhibit well defined divisions into anomalous and background populations 
for single elements as environmental effects, eg Mn content, greatly 
influence many element contents, eg Zn. In such cases multivariate 
statistical methods, eg multiple linear regression, factor analysis, 
discriminant analysis, have to be used to distinguish a mineralised 
and 
population from background samples. Nevertheless single element data 
can be used effectively in conjunction with the concentrate data, and 
using the convention that the anomalous population is equivalent to the 
samples with concentrations greater th&z either Mean +d or M + 2cflevels 
of the log transformed total population. 
As a large number of anomalous sites have been found during the 
reconnaissance drainage survey of SW Scotland, these have been ranked in 
order of possible significance so that the limited amount of follow-up 
work possible within the time end resources available can be expended 
towards the most promising targets. In addition to geological consideration 
as to the environment of mineralisation, the anomalies have been classified 
in terms of length of dispersion train and also degree of dispersion 
within the stream sediment, ie the proportion of the size spectrum within 
which dispersion is significant. In this report geochemical data on the 
distribution of the elements Cu, Zn, Ba and Pb in concentrates, and CU, Zn 
and MO in drainage sediment are discussed. The ano=lous sites are in some 
oases tentative as they have been chosen without detailed statistical 
analysis of the data. 
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5. RESULTS OF INTEGRATEDS7JR9Exs 
5.j Introduction 
In the following paragraphs the evidence of mineralisation derived 
from-the integrated surveys is described under geographical headixgs, 
for convenience of reference and consideration of the 
A National Grid Reference is given where necessary to 
initial localisation of an area. Numbers in brackets 
concentrates listed in APPENDIX I.
5.2 
52.3 
Details 
general pattern. 
assist in the 
refer to the pan 
A small abandoned trial level has been driven into the north bank 
of the burn at NX 52277494 for over 5 m on a quartz vein trending 
NIO"E. Traces of pyrite , arsenopyrite and chalcopyrite with some 
malachite staining can be seen on a vein fragment at the adit portal. 
Hematite, pyrite, arsenopyrite, chaloopyrite and galena have been 
identified from the small area of waste debris a few metres q&ream (2). 
- Nearby, traces of pyrite and chalcopyrite were recorded in thin q&e 
stringers trending N8S"E, dipping 20' to 
feature in brecciated phyllite. 
Traces of copper minerals (123) and 
355’ in a metre-hi@ waterfall 
relatively large quantities of 
sphalerite have been obtained in concentrates from a tributary a few 
metres above an outcrop of faulted black shales forming a waterfall 
feature in which traces of lead-zinc mineralisation were seen. Further 
upstream, the sphalerite disappears but the zinc content of the &ream 
sediment is still relatively high. Bothcopperand Wminerals are 
present in another north tributary (124). A high oontent of Gino (in 
stream sediment) was also recorded from a tributary flowing north into 
Pulran Burn [NX 520 7461 but this is at least partly due to environ-‘ 
mental enriclznent. 
Further east, in a small quarry 
vein, intruding shattered, indurated 
irregularquaxtz 
been shown to 
contain 
pyrite, 
the m 
pyrite, 
pyrrhotite (with traces of pentlandite : XED identification), 
galena and sphalerite. Along the Clatteriagshsws Loch shore to 
there are several quartz veins containi.ng oocasional traces of 
chalcopyrite and sphalerite. 
52.2 Damaw Burn [NX 530 7671 
The site of the former Craignell copper-z;inc trial was located on 
the north bank of the stream [NX 5308 76791. The vein, reported to be 
about 45 cm wide and trending N20°E contained sphalerite and chalmpyrite 
in a qua&a calcite gangue. Only quartz-calcite stringeri with mineral 
traces can be seen in bedrock at the bottom of the burn at this point. 
Locally both sediment and concentrate samples are anomalous in copper 
andainc. 
An unusual sequence of green, silty and possibly tuffaceous 
mudstones are well exposed along the stream course for over 100 metres 
from NX 5300 7665 with a diorite lemprophyre intrusion at ME 5293 7662. 
Both sedimentazy and fgneous rocks aze locally enriched in disseminated 
pyrite and (?) chalcopyrite with grains of sphalerite lining some 
sedimentary inclusions in thelsmgrophyre. 
Both copper and zinc minemls have been identified in panned 
concentrates further upstream (3 and 4). 
5.2.3 Tonder&ie Glen [NX 497 7401 
The panned concentrate (356) taken at the foot of the Glen, below 
a belt of dask shales, contains significant amounts of sphalerite, 
gaJena, pyrite and chalcopyrite. This may be related to similar 
mineralisation recorded at the Grey Msze*s Tail waterfall about 1 km 
alongstriketo 
been found in a 
the south-west. Malachite, sphalerite and galena have 
concentrate from a smll stream draining north into 
5*2.4 
Black Loch [HX 496 7271 an was subsequently traced to a small strike- d 
trending structure in shales. 
The anomalous amounts of copper and zinc in a concentrate from a 
tributaqr of Gorse Burn [ISC 495 7461 are probably derived from a nearby 
qua&e vein [NX 4953 7h71], around 30 cm wide, trending N20°E and contain- 
ing scattered pyrite and chalcopyrite. An altered porphyrite dyke (with 
a northerly trend) outcropping a short distance downstream conta5ns some 
finely disseminated pyrite and (?) chalcopyrite. The copper-&no 
anomalies persist downstream into Tonderghie Burn [NX 498 7431. 
Stream sediment samples showing a marked enrichment in zinc were 
collected from an area extending from east of Gorse Burn [m 495 7501 
across Clatteringshaws Loch to Benbrack Burn [Nx 562 8091. A few con- 
centrates from the area show some enrichment in zinc thoughno zinc 
minerals have so far been identified in these samples. R&her work fs 
being done in this area but it seems likely that the zinc, together with 
manganese, is derived from dispersed sources in the greywsckes. 
Grey Msre's Tail Burn [ME 491 7201 
, 
fall 
over 
with 
On the east side of the b- just below the Grey Msre% 'pail water- 
there is an abandoned trial on a fault breccia trending E30°N and 
a metre wide. The breccia here is composed of crushed black shale 
abundant disseminated pyrite traversed by thin irregular stringers 
of pyrite, quartz and dolomite. I)races of galena were recorded on the 
footwall of the structure and abundant @Lena, some pyrite, and traces 
of sphalerite were identified from the pan concentrate (35'7) taken a 
few metres downstream. There have been several trials on this mineralised 
brecoia both to the north-east anZ to the south-west of the waterfall at 
the base of an escarpment. There are two trial levels into the structure 
within a distance of 250 m south-west from the burn, 'out acoess is 
barred by iron grilles at the their portals. !&aces of pyrite and 
sphalerite were recorded in a small stream (403) flowing over the 
escarpment. There is a short accessible trial level into the base of 
the escarpment some 200 m further south-we& nea.r the point where the 
scarp feature loses identity. Here only brecciated, iron-stained 
phyllite with traces of pyrite was intersected. Low levels of radio- 
activity, in the range 25-4Op/hr, were recorded in scintillometer 
traverses along the line of this mineralised structure. North-east 
from the waterfall there is evidence of trial investigations as far as 
the shaft site at NX 4980 7292, and perhaps, as indicated in the previous 
section, the mineralisation may extend to Tonderghie Glen. 
A short tributary flowing north-east off the Fell of Talnotry shows 
significant smounts of pyrite, marcasite and some arsenopyrite in the 
pan oonoentrate (400). Still further upstresm, in contact-metsmorphosed 
greywackes, there are quartz veins with pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite, snd 
follow-up work is still in progress in connection with this occurrence. 
There are at least three known abandoned shafts snd several trial 
pits on the south and south-east flanks of the Fell of Talnotry, and a 
pan concentrate collected nearby [XX 485 7221 contained appreciable 
amounts of sphalerite. 
The Grey Msre's Tail Burn was panned (345) above Ms junotion with 
the Black Dubs Burn and just below a belt of black shales. The sample 
contained a composite fragment composed of granular quartz, chlorite and 
gold. Sphalerite and pyromorphite were identified in the Black Dubs 
Burn conoentrate (344). 
Stream sediment ssmples 
collected between Corse 13urn 
obtained from the headwaters 
Talnotrs area [NX 480 710] 
with chsracteristics similar to those 
and Benbrack Burn (see 5.2.3 above) were 
of Black Burn [XX 482 7481. 
In the drainage basin of the Palnure Burn anomalous amounts of 
copper and zinc occur in concentrates and sediments, with sphalerite and 
chalcopyrite identified in the pan. Some of this material may however be 
derived from old workings near the lower part of the stream at Talnotry. 
Anomalous amounts of zinc, and to a lesser extent copper, occur in 
sediment and concentrate samples from a small stream draining Black Cmig 
and Craighandle south-west of Talnotry [RX 481 7101 and further work has 
been carried out in this area. Anomalous levels of zinc occur in 
sediments, and to a lesser extent in concentrates, from small streams in 
the vicinityof the Talnotry nickel trials [RX 477 70%31. 
Magnetic andEMmeasurements were made in the vicinity of the Talnotry 
mine ore body (pyrrhotite and niccolite) to detennirvr whether or not it is 
an isolated occurrence. Detailed measurements showed that the ore itself 
has a high susceptibility and gives a small but prominent magnetic anomaly 
where it is still in situ. NO comparable magnetic anomalies were measured 
elsewhere in the area and no significant EM anomalies were recorded. 
5.2.6 Pulnee Burn [ME 460 7241 
There is encouraging evidence of base metal mineralisation in the 
panned concentrates from both the source branches of the burn drainUg the 
complex geological area of the Red Gairy. !Phe sedimentary sequence of 
strongly folded and fractured silty shales, flags and greywackes is intruded 
bynumerous and oftenalteredlamprophyre andporphyrite dykes. The 
southerly stream concentrate (395) contains significant amounts of galena, 
sphalerite, pyrite and (?) chalcopyrite and the northern one (396) pyrite 
with some sphalerite. 
5.2.7 Penkiln Burn [NX 450 7261 
A very prominent broad belt of strongly folded and contorted black 
shales forms the north to north-east sector of Lamachan Hill, the source 
areaofthePenkilnBurn. mite with traces of gold was recorded in the 
panned concentrate (365) from the principal source branch of the burn and 
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again from the smaller branch to the east (367). The latter sample 
however contained importsnt amounts of the lead mineral plumbogummite 
(XPD identification). Several other concentrate and stream sediment 
samples from the same area contain anomalous amounts of lead (present as 
plumbogummite, beudantite and pyromorphite) and to a lesser extend copper 
(as malachite) and zinc. Mineralisation containing these minerals has 
been found and is presently under investigation. Another tributary with 
possible mineralisation on Sheet NX 47 NW is the west one (369) which was 
panneddownstresmfromthree mw belts of black shale and yielded, in 
addition to pyrite, some arsenopyrite, sphalerite and molybdenite. 
The next major tributary to the south gave a concentrate (370) rich 
- 
in pyrite with some pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite. The west tributary 
I 
flowing off the Nick of Sheuchan was panned (372), a&n below a belt 
black shales and cherts. and yielded a concentrate with a predictably 
r 
I - large amountofpyrite but 
The concentrate (373) from 
also containing traces of galena and sphalerite. 
the Denroaoh Durn further south-east however 
and a trace of sphalerite. Much further south . only contained some pyrite 
of 
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the small west tributary concentrate (377) contained traces of the lead 
minerals galenaandpyromorphite. 
The source of the snomslous amounts of zinc in some of the conoentz&e 
and stream sediment samples from the PenkilnDurn w basinhas been 
traced to orthopyroxene, which together with ilmenite makes up the bulk of 
the heavy minerals derived from the area. As no significant volume of 
basic igneous rocks is known to occur in the srea, it is thought that the 
minerals are derived from the local greywacke type which is enriched in 
these minerals. This belt of sedimentary rocks which also show slightly 
anomaJous levels of copper, canbe tracedalongthe regional strike from 
tributaries of Penkiln Durn [MC 435 7413 north-east to White Itaggan Durn 
[m 767 7753. 
52.8 Cordorcaxl Bum [ME 390 7171 
Several belts of black shales intersect the course of this burn but 
only in one instance has any tributary concentrate indicated the presence 
of base-metal mineralisation. Pyrite is present in all conoentrates but 
some sphalerite was identified in the sample from the eastern stream off 
Benailsa (335). In the lower reaches of the burn, the north tributary, 
the PulhowanBurn,was p~~d(352)dounstreac:fromap~~ntfault 
and yielded interesting amounts of the titanium mineral anatase. A short 
distance to the south anatase was a&n found to 
trate from the Washing Burn (351). 
52.9 Coldstream Burn [NX /+OO 7033 
Two lead-&m veins were formerly worked in 
the River Cree (just off Fig. 1.3); one crossing 
of CruiveEMBridge trends northward,while the 
be common in the conce- 
the area justeastfrom 
the Coldstream Burn east 
other, trendingN20%? is 
found to the south of the burn and crosses the west flank of Mill Hill and 
the top of Smithy Hill. A concentrate (354) from the Stra&nnon Burn 
tributary yielded significant amounts of sphalerite with some galena and 
(?) chalcopyrite. This indicates that the lead-zinc mineralisation persists 
upstream but probably not beyond the Nappers Cottage area where results 
were negative (353) l 
52.10 Silver R~R and Lagmiry Bowe 
The former Silver Ridge 
Lagbaes Burn about 1 km from 
zinc, and copper ore, trends 
[MC 378 7291 
mine [NX 3776 72901 is located near the 
the River Cree. The vein coniaining lead, 
WlO'N and is up to 1.5 m in width. The lead 
. ore is reported to be rich in silver (Wilson 1921). The mineralisation 
was confirmed by panning mine debris (338). 
mere are further indications of base-metal mineralisation both to 
the north and to the south of the mine. The eastern tributary of the 
Lagbaes Burn, panned south of Silver Rig (339), showed the presence of 
sphalerite, secondary lead minerals and p~otite, as well as common 
52.11 
52.12 
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5.2.14 
pyrite and arsenopyrite. The concentrate 
the Lagbaes Burn, south of Laggkiry Howe 
(34.0) takennear 
contained traces 
/ 
the source of 
ofgalenaand 
gangue mineral dolomite. Gold was also present. 
Pulniskie J~WI [m 400 7533 
Gold has been recorded from Strife Land (317), the source area of 
the Burn; from the south tributary off Larg Fell (348), and also from 
the north branch of the Thorny Burn (349) also off Larg Fell. - 
Anatase (TiO,) is common in concentrates derived from the Pulniskie 
(318 and 348), T&ny (349 and 350) and Ferrach 
Caldons Burn [NX 420 7731 
Both galena and sphalerite were identified 
Burns (321). 
in the conoentrate from 
the main branch of the stream (323) as well as the more 
marcasite and (?) chalcopyrite. Gold is present in the 
thelfulmeinBurn,alongwith traces ofsphalerite 
amounts of lead [NX 415 7751 in the concentrates. 
Steb of 'pro01 Burn [Nx 420 7971 
A poorly mineralised breccia, trending N30°W and up to 30 cm wide, 
can be traced for over 10 m up the east side of a Ml&ream above the 
Forest Trail at XX 4202 7974 on the south side of Loch Trool. !lbzaces of 
(324) 
ccmmmz pyrite, 
south tributary, 
and sirmificant 
sphalerite and galena were identified along with more common pyrite and 
arsenopyrite in the quartz-dolomite gangue and in the stream concentrate 
(309). 
Glen Trool Lodge [ME 406 8013 
A broad belt of black shales 
greywa,ckes fornrs the ground north 
north side of Loch !Prool. Traces 
the concentrates derived from the 
intercalated with coarse, often pebbly 
and north-west from the Lodge on the 
of lead and zinc minerals were found in 
two s-1 streams (305 and 306) 
i.mmMiately north of the Lodge. Gold was recorded in one of these (305) as 
well as in two of the tributaries of the -brick Burn further to the 
north-west (300 and 301). 
52.15 
5.2.16 
The Buchan Burn and its tributaries drain a large part of the south- 
west sector of the aureole of the Loch Boon pluton. This is a struoturally 
complex area containing a prominent belt of strongly folded and ind.ted 
black shales and invaded by intrusions of diorite, lamprophyre and 
porphyrite. 
A branch of the Kim Burn tributary panned (295) below a belt of dark 
shales yielded a concentrate with significant amounts of the lead mineral 
pyromorphite (XRD identification) aud traces of sphalerite. Stream 
sediments collected from the same area contain anomalous amounts of copper 
and to a lesser extent lead, but the absence of copper anomalies in the 
corresponding concentrates suggests that dispersion is hydromorphic, probably 
from a relatively dispersed source. The concentrate from the El&rick Burn 
(297) contained sphalerite, as did that from a small stream (298) flowing off 
Buchan Hill. 
Gold, recorded from the Mhiteland Burn tributary (303), will find 
its way into the large alluvial flatfromCulsharg down to the Buchan 
Burn. 
~~~=och Bum [M[ 400 864 - Shalloch Burn [NX 376 9001 
An altered, mineralised *dyke', trending N33'E snd over 1 m wide, 
is exposed on the north bank of the Kirshirnoch Burn at NX 4172 86% A 
few centimetres of undisturbed rock can be seen at the west sfde of the 
outcrop passing eastward into a zone of rock breccia, 20 cm wide, composed 
of altered 'dyke' fragnents veined and impregnated with pyrite (sample A). 
This is succeeded by a zone, 70 cm wide, consisting mainly of soft clay 
gouge rich in disseminated pyrite (sample B). The east margin, 14 cm wide, 
consists of brecciated, ffne-grained greywacke veined with stringers of 
pyrite and arsenopyrite (sample C). Kilogram samples were crushed and 
representative material analysed by the neutron activation method at 
AWREAldermaston. 
The following results were obtained: 
Sample % PPm 
Fe As Ti Cr W Mn cu Zn Ba Au 
A 25 459 3333 139 307 158 4800 e.160 4300 <0.02 
B 11 314 5570 172 258 182 4800 4120 4300 40.02 
C 11 550 3500 142 173 280 cl000 4150 4 500 4 0.04 
The mineralised structure is characterised by high iron and titanium 
end also has an interesting level of tungsten (W). Though no significant 
zinc mineralisation was detected here, the concentrate from the Red Glen 
tributsry (283) yielded taces 
tributary (281) flowing out of 
Merrick will find its way into 
of the Gairy. 
of sphalerite. Gold recorded in the 
the Black Gairy on the north side of the 
the large alluvial tractknown as the Bog 
Significant lead anomalies were found in sieved sediments in Cross 
Burn [NX 385 8711 while snotious concentrations of zinc and smaller-scale 
lead anomalies occur in sediments in the headwaters of the same stream 
[Nx 408 880). The source of the large zinc snomalyina concentrate frosn 
ShaJloch Burn [MI 376 9001 'is thought to be small and local as the 
corresponding sediment shows no enrichment. 
52.17 Loch Doon Granite Complex 
The few indications of base-metal mineralisation within the intrusion 
are mostly confined to the marginal tonalite and nortie facies. In the 
northern sector the concentrates from the Double Strand (241) snd Sheil 
(242) Burns contain traces of sphalerite. The relatively high zinc 
anomalies in sediments from the north-west part of the intrusion are 
probably environmentally enhanced from a dispersed source as the correspond- 
ing concentrates contain very little zinc. 
In the southern sector traces of lead 
concentrate from the Cooran Lane tributary 
mineralisation occur in the 
(260) with zinc mineralisation 
from the Green Strand (259), Minnaul Burn (255), and Hazelbush Burn (254). 
In the extreme south, traoes of sphalerite are present in the concentrates 
of the White Laggan (8 and 52) and Well Burns (55). Perhaps the most 
encouraging evidence is the occurrence of sphalerite and gold in the pan 
sample from the unnamed stream (326) which flows into the west end of 
Loch Neldricken. Traces of gaJ.ena were identified in the concentrate 
from the Long Loch Burn (265), a tributary of the Glenhead Burn. 
Some of the copper anomalies in concentrates correspond to the most 
basic (norite) part of the Doon Granite and probably reflect the normal 
enrichment in copper shown by basic igneous rocks. A persistent copper 
snomaly was found in the southern msrgins of the intrusion [NX 449 7851 
in the area of quartz-arsenopyrite veins which are still being investigated. 
The only exsmple of lode mineralisation discovered occurs at 
XX 4332 8212 in the bed of a tributary of the Gairland Burn, over 1 km 
south-west of Loch Neldricken. This structure trends.N@Wandcsnbe 
traced for nearly ?O metres, increasinginwidthdownstreamfrom10 to 
50 cm. It contains abundant disseminated pyrite snd minor amounts of other 
minerals in a gangue of red jasperiod quartz. A representative sample, 
taken from a 1 kg crush, was sent to ABBE Aldermaston, for neutron 
activation analysis with the following results: 
% I Ppm 
Fe As W Co Cr Mn 
I 
Ti CU zn b Au 
3.5 
I 
431 992 510 5s 132 1200 800 120 300 0.02 
These figures suggest that minerals of tungsten, cobalt and possibly 
nickel (though Ni is not directly detexnina,ble by this analytical 
technique) are present. 
by the identification of scheelite (XRD) in a concentrate taken from a 
drainagefuR?ow on the east side of Craigmawhannal (239) in the northern 
sector. 
Molybdenum is enriched in the Doon Granite 
8 
sedimentary rocks and is present in the form of 
The incidence of this mineral is widespread but 
I in frequency of occurrence and of concentration 
I 
the northern sector around Loch Macaterick (231 
The occurrence of tungsten minerals is confirmed 
relative to the surrounding 
the sulphide (molybdenite). 
there is a notable increase 
levels in pan samples from 
and 230); both sides of the 
m 
I 
8 
8 
8 
Eglin Lane on the flanks of Craigfi'onn (237) and Craign~hannal (233, 236 and 
239); the northern flanks of Hoodens Hill (238 and 240) and east of the 
Gala Lane on the flank of Dinnins (243 and 244). The other notable area 
is around Loch Neldricken (325, 328 srnd 330) and the mineral has been 
identified in the shore sands (329). _ 
As 
careful 
However 
there are extensive alluvial areas within the grarnitic complex, a 
search was made for tin minerals but with negative results. 
significant amounts of the thorium mineral monazite (XRD identi- 
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fication) are present in the pan samples from the Dungeon BIDI (385) and 
the Dow Burn (389) which drain from the central granite area of Craignaw. 
The mineral is concentrated to some degree in the large alluvial area 
incorporating the Round Loch of the Dungeon *(386), Long Loch of the Dungeon 
and the Brishie Burn which drains from the loch down to the Cooran Lane. 
Monazite constitutes nearly 3% by weight of the heavy mineral concentrate 
taken from the Brishie Burn (387) at a point some 400 m above its junction 
with the Cooran Lane. Only traces of the mineral were recorded in pan 
samples derived from streams draining the west side of Craignaw into 
Loch Neldricken. No other important radioactive minerals have been 
identified but scintillometer radiometric levels in the w 30 - 6Op/hr 
recorded in traverses over the central granite area are similar to those 
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5.2.18 
encountered over the SW England granites. 
Gold has been recorded from only three streams: in the north (199), 
where the pan ssmple was taken downstream from a large metamorphosed 
sedimentary 'raft' in tonalite from which the gold might have been derived; 
in the Eg1i.n Lane (232); and in the previously mentioned stream (326) 
flowing into the west side of Loch Neldricken. Gold was found in the 
Kirreoch Burn (100) and in the March Burn (97) in the easter=1 aureole of 
the complex but both stresms drain into the granite complex. 
Erratics with disseminated minemlisation similar to that encountered 
in the smal1MidRill snd&zmhead intrusions, occur around the margin 
of the Doon mass where it is cut by the Kirreoch Burn. Pieces of altered 
ltonalitel were found to be enriched in pyrite, marcasite, arsenop~ite 
and pyrrbotite. 
The area south of the Southern Upland Fault 
Several low amplitude anomalies, particularly for copper, occur in 
thisarea. The source of copper snomalies in concentrates from around 
Glenmuck [NS 51 021 has not yet been traced, but their spatial distribution 
suggests a dispersed source. In relatively subdued topography north of 
the Doon Granite, especially around Loch Finlas [RX 116 983, there are a 
series of zinc anomalies in sediments without enrichment in the corres- 
ponding concentrates. It is probable that these anomalies represent a 
local enhancement influenced by topographical and environmental 
though the source has not been identified. 
Several anomalies in both concentrate and sediment samples 
and immediately south of the Southern Upland Fault, notably for 
factors, 
occur along, 
copper and 
tint in the Laggan and Corm Roy drainage basins [XX 31 92 and 34 931. 
Veins with sphalerite have been found nearby at Nick of the Balloch . 
[= 345 9281. 
52.19 Woodhead [NX 530 9401 
A greywacke breccia, up to 12 m wide and trending between NsO"W and 
N70°W, contains the main ore shoot, the Woodhead Vein. !Fhe vein,up to 
1 m wide, bifurcates southward with several intervening ore stringers. 
The eastern branch is now identified as the Garryhorn Vein and runs parallel 
to the Woodhead Vein about 90 m to the north-east. The principal ore is 
galena with subordinate zinc and copper minerals contained in a qurZrtz;- 
dolomite gangue. To the west of the mine there is a small tridl level at 
MC 5194 9340 which is reported to have been driven on a thin lead vein. 
However only sphalerite was identified in the pan sample (116) taken from 
the stream above this trial. Further to the south-west a branch of this 
Garryhorn Burn tributary (117) was pannedalong strike from a prominent 
band of black shales and was shown to contain some pyromorphite with traces 
of sphalerite and chalcopyrite. Prominent lead anomalies recorded. in 
concentrates from Lumps Burn [NX 512 9201 aze the subject of follow-up , 
work in progress in the area. 
There is an exploratory level high up on the north-east flank of 
Black Craig at NX 5257 9250. Important amounts of pgromorphite with traces 
of sphalerite and chalcopyrite were identified in the pan sample of the 
tributary (121) draining the ground between Black Craig and Craighit. 
Some 1.3 km south-east in the Halfmark Burn at NX 5i+2@ 3170 there is 
a broad zone of brecciation with minor quartz veining on a NW trend. Though 
no significant mineralisation was detected here, the pan sample from the 
tributary (115) further to the south-east yielded some pyromorphite with 
traces of chalcopyrite. Gold was also found in this stream. 
The identification of lead, zinc and copper minetis in pan samples 
from the Green BLUZI (127) snd the Lamloch Burn (128) IWX Woodhead farm 
indicate possible northward extensions of economic mineralisatfon. 
Significant amounts of galena, sphalerite and chalcopyrite were recorded 
fromboth streams. 
52.20 CairnsRarroch [XX 516 9141 
this 
The aeromagnetic survey (Fig. 2.8) indicated a prominent anomaly 
up on the SE flank of Cairnsgarroch Hill. Ground investigations show 
anomaly to coincide with a thrust or fault zone made up of strongly 
folded and brecciated black shales, cherts and spilite lavas. Unfortunately 
exposures are very limited in the area of the anomaly but those that do 
occur show disseminated pyrite with occasional pyrrhotite. Gold was found 
in the headwaters of the Halfmark Burn (108) just downstream from the 
anomaly. 
52.21 Polmaddy Burn [NX 530 8991 
A broad belt of strongly folded black shales and cherts extends south- 
west from the NW flank of Cairnsgancoch to Goat Craigs, with sub-parallel 
bands crossing the upper reaches of the Polmaddy Burn and over Carlin's 
Cairn to the Kirreoch Burn. Gold was found in both the major north tributaries 
of the Polmaddy Burn, Goat BIIZZI (111) and Blaree Burn (112) which drain from 
the principal shale belt. Sphalerite is present in the pan ssmples derived 
from the Goat and Blaree Burns, the Polmaddy Burn (93) and one south 
tributary (90) draining from Craignelder, while suspended fraction sediments 
collected from small stresms nearby [ME 516 8861 aze noticeably enriched 
in lead. 
Quartz veining with sporadic pyrite and chalcopyrite invades grey- 
wackes in the Polmaddy Burn at NX 5099 8944, and there is some' carbonate 
veining with traces of mineralisation in an outcrop of disturbed black 
shales and cherts near NX SO&2 8856. The high proportion of hematite in 
the concentrate from the upper reaches of the Polmaddy Burn (YZ), indicates 
the presence of a vein or veins of iron ore. 
52.22 Loch Harrow [NK 530 8671 
The small burns descending the steep NE slope of Craigbrock into 
Loch Harrow contain traces of chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite and gold (74 aad 
flows 
75). Relatively coarse--particle gold and significant amounts of sphalerite 
were found in the pan sample from the Folk Burn (83), where the burn 
round the northern end of Craigbrock SC~XJL Attempts to trace the 
mineralisation upstream by panning the two principal source branches of the 
burn were unsuccessful, although 
and lead in a suspended fraction 
upstream [lax 522 8733. 
5.2.23 POUU-ZYDW BUS [NX 560 8631 
anomalous amounts of zinc in a concentrate 
sediment were recorded a short distance 
This burn flows eastward out of Loch Harrow and is joined by the 
Lumpford Burn about 400 m below the loch. Along the stream bed of the 
Lumpford Buzn at Mx 5320 8720 there is a fault breccia up to 1.5 m wide 
trending NZO%, with interstitial hematite snd ferruginous gouge set in 
agreywackematrix. There is some quarts veining in the median sane. 
Gold seen in the pan sample (84) just downstream was not confirmed by 
subsequent laboratory examination. Not far above the confluence with the 
Polharrow Burn snother breccia structure is exposed 
NSO'W, showing interstitial pink calcite and traces 
The aeromagnetic survey detected sn anomaly on 
at Push Farm [MI s&s 86673. Ground investigations 
with a belt of black shales and cherts with a small 
intheburn,tren~ 
of sulphides. 
the Polhazcow Burn 
showed this to coi~ide 
'core' of spilite lava. 
The shales and some dark chert bands are enriched in finely disseminated 
pyrite and coarser , sparsely disseminated pyrite was identified in 
contiguous beds of greywacke. Though only pvite was identified (XRTI) 
from a selection of grains from shales, cherts, greywackes and lava, some 
grains were observed to possess weak magnetic properties. 
A concentrate from the headwaters of Crummy Burn [NX 567 837]‘containe 
an anomalous amount of copper, but dispersion is limited downstream. 
Anomalous values of lead and copper were obtained in a concentrate from 
McAm Burn [MC 542 8411 but as the corresponding stream sediment is only 
slightly anomalous in 
likely to be of small 
5.2.24 Burnhead and Mid Hill 
The small hybrid 
sporadic disseminated 
copper, and not anomalous in 
scale. 
[NX 540 860 aa 539 8491 
lead, the source is 
diorite intrusion on the NE side of Mid Hill contains 
sulphides, particularly towards the east margin of 
the mass. Samples collected from NX 5397 8490 contain from 3-s pylrrhotite 
and about 0.2% of chalcopyrite and pyrite. The pyrrhotite does not 
contain significaslt Ni-Co values. 
The larger Burnhead intrusion, some 600 m further north, forms White 
Hill and the south side of Berman Hill above Loch Minnoch. The main part 
of White Hill is composed of fine- to medium-pined diorite a& hybr%d 
diorite showing little evidence of mineralisation. The western sector, 
however, is composed of coarser grained, altered hybrid tonalite containing 
up to 1% of disseminated mineralisation, with richer material located near 
the diorite contact in the Mid Burn at NX 5363 8560. !Phe following minerals 
have been identified (XRD) from in-situ samples of altered tonalAte:- 
marcasite, arsenopyrite, pyrrhotite, pyrite and molybdenite. Gold and 
molybdenite were found in pan samples (29 and 73) taken in the west 
sector of the intrusion. Concentrates from a small stream drainisg south- 
wards from the intrusion contain anomalous amounts of molybdenum and arsenic, 
but on the basis of a reconnaissance soil traverse in the area, the source 
appears to be relatively dispersed. 
5.2.25 Loch -on [NX 520 8451 
In the headwaters of the Hawae Burn, as in the Polmaddy Burn some 
2 km to the north, the pan sample (78) contained a high proportion of 
hematite. A breccia in the Hawse Burn at NX 962 8602, trends N5*W, is up to 
3 m wide, and is veined with quartz. Interstitial 
hematite. Another, probably larger structure with 
areas are impregnatedwith 
9 
hematite is thought to 
ocour to the east of the burn and be intersected by 
whose concentrate (76) contains appreciable amounts 
was also foundin thisHawseBurntributary. 
the Altibrick Strand 
of hem&ite. Geld 
Several thin quartz veins, trending g% and containing traoes of 
arsenopyrite, occur in greywacke on the flank of Millfire at BTX 5082 8534. 
Narrow belts of crumpled and brecciated black shales occupy gullies 
on the steep scarp of Milldown, west of Loch Dungeon. The stream 
draining the most northerly gully forms a tributary of the Hawse Burn 
while those in the other two flow directly into Loch Dungeon. The black 
shales in the most northerly gully have the highest range of radiometric 
activity . . 24 to 28pb, as against a range of 18 to 22p/hr for the 
other two shale belts. The stream concentrate however conixined little 
evidence of mineralisation beyond pyrite and a trace of arsenopyrite (79). 
By contrast the pan sample from the Garinner Strand shale belt (81) 
contained 
traces of 
crumpled, 
southerly 
significant amounts of sphalerite , chalcopyrite and pyrite with 
arsenopyrite. Traces of galena were observed, in situ, in 
snthracitic black shale qosures on the flanks of the most 
gully at MC 5199 8396. The pan sample (82) confirmed the 
presence of important smounts of sphalerite , some pyrite, chalcopyrite, and 
arsenopyrite and traces of galena. 
The source has not so far been established for the anomalous amounts 
of zinc and chromium in the concentrate and stream sediment samples 
respectively collected from a small stream flowing into the east side of 
Loch Dungeon [Nx 530 8461. 
5.2.26 Garroch Burn [NX 560 8261 
%~@,a of the secondary lead mineral pyromorphite were identified in 
the pan sample from the headwaters branoh of the stream (&). Two 
sites nearby were snomalous in copper and lead-zinc respectively, but 
dispersion from both was found to be limited. 
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5.2.27 Glenlee Burn [XX 570 8081 
The Lochspraig Burn tributary was panned at the foot of Mt Glen 
(35), downstream from a narrow belt of black shales. The concentrate 
contained traces of galena and gold. The mainGlenleeBurnwaspanned 
downstream from a well exposed sequence of greywackes (37) veined with 
quart=, and five particles of gold were found in the resulting concentrate. 
5.2.28 Mamot Hill [Xx 595 7883 
At the beginning of the reconnaissance fine-particle gold was 
discovered when pannJng the Knocknairling Burn just above Dazsalloch (l?) 
andanattemptwasmade atthattimeto determineaprovenance for the 
gold. It was established from 25 pannings of small streams and- 
ditches that gold is present on the north and south flanks of Maggot Hill, 
on Will% Hill, just west of Maggot Hill, and on the north side of the 
Craigshinnie Burn (19 and 21). Negative results were obtained on Rig of 
Airie, 1 Irm ESE from Maggot Hill and on the south side of the ~cknairling 
Burn, 
The Maggot Eill area presents some geological features which 
distinguish it from the rest of the project area:- 
a. &uastz veins are more common, frequently broader, and have structural 
affinities with pegmatites. 
b. The sediments which form Maggot Hill are beixeen 0.5 and 1.5 km from 
the Zleet Granite contact but the degree of metamorphism and 
alteration observed is greater than normally found at this distance. 
Shaly and silty sediments have been converted to low grade mica- 
schists and phyllites, and shearing is common i greywacke xposxuzes. 
Alteration and weathering frequently wart a rotted appearance to 
schists and phyllites. 
C. The sedimentary sequence is invaded by a group of minor diorite 
intrusions which have been foliated and altered in the structural 
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deformation 
Most of the 
Caledonoid trend 
and arsenopyrite 
and metamorphism of the area. 
quartz veins and the foliated diorite bodies show a 
between east and north-east. Patchy pyrite, pyrrhotite, 
mineralisation (XRD) is present in mazly quartz veins and 
along the margins of the diorite intrusionw. Cold was not observed in 
any quartz vein and th e element was detected (0.03 ppm) in only one of 
several samples sent for 
was taken from the south 
6 m wide, ercposed in the 
mineralisation in quartz 
of mica towards the vein 
gold assay to AWRE Aldermaston. This sample 
marginofa quartzvein, trendingE-Wand over 
Knoc~ling Burn at NX 5935 7735. The patchy 
veins generally forms aggregates with rosettes 
margins and finely diss8minated with mica in the 
vein wall rock. Gnpersistent 'gash' veins and stringers--of quartz axe 
common i greywacke but 8 xamination showed only occasional trades of 
pyrite. 
The debris forming small gal&al drift mounds along the course of 
the Knoclmn.iling Burn was penned (103 and 32) to check whether gold might 
have been intruduced into the area as a result of the Pleistooene 
glaoiation but no gold was found. 
A low soarp of black shales extends WSW from Achie Hill, 1.5 km 
west of New Galloway, across the A 712 at Darsalloch road end befor 
pinchingoutintheI(hocknairlingBurn. Pan sa@es from the E&&neirUTng 
Burn (33 and 11) and two tributaries (12 and 31) near this shale belt 
contain traces of lead, zinc and copper minerals, but as both dispersion 
trains and COnCen&t?ation levels in the CoZTeSpOnding Stream SediJIIentS 
are relatively low, it is concluded that the sources of mineralisation 
are probably local and of small scale. Thepan semplatakenfromthe 
mcwling Burn tributary (30) below the next prominent blaok shale 
belt downstream at Waukmill contained traces of pyromorphite. Traces of 
galena and gold were found in the concentrate from a tributazy of the 
Knockna-)'rling Iturn (27) intersecting a belt of dark shales on the SE 
side of Will's Hill. 
!PWO 
some 100 
trending 
be seen, 
across a 
very poorly exposed quartz 'veins' of indeterminate width and 
m apart occur just to the west of Rig of Airie and Gallows Enowe, 
around N20°W. Only the west margin of the easterly *vein' can 
at two points, but the lvein’ is thought to extend eastward 
persistent shallow depression feature several metres wide. 
Indications of base metal mineralisation were sought but none obtained. 
On the north side of the Craigshizrzie Burn at NX 5857 7939, two 
uurecorded trial adits, one a few metres above the other, have been 
driven on a thin breccia structure trending NIO"W. Both levels are 
located on the course of a small burn with the upper level driven a 
distasrce of 4 m and the lower around 20 m into the hillside. !Iraoes of 
galera were identified in greywacke breccia at the east side of the 
lower adit portal and the stream concentrate taken immediately downstream 
contained important amounts of the lead minerals mimetite (Pb+Il(AsC4)3) 
(XEtD) and galena. Again dispersion trains and lead levels in the 
corresponding sediments from the area indicate a local and small-scale 
source. 
We&ly radioactive mineralisation (scintillometer readings up to 
8Oyr/hr) were recorded over thin fractures in fine-grained gremke on 
the east bank of the Darsalloch Burn at NX 6086 7716. 
A so-far unewlained copper anomaly in sediments, but not concentrates, 
occurs in the Pultarson Burn at the margin of the Fleet Granite [NX 624 7621. 
5.2.29 East side of Clatteringshaws Loch 
Several sites with highly amalous &IC contents in sediments occur 
at the edge of the aureole of the Fleet Granite just east of Clatteringshaws 
Loch. 
Cars&air-n District 
52.30 Green Hill and Moorbrock Hill [MC 616 973 ad 621 9841 
Gold has been found in all streams panned which drain the Green Hill 
and Moorbrock Hill area on the east to south-east -gin of the Carsphairn 
Granite complex. A broad belt of stron&y folded, faulted and indurated 
black shales and cherts, trending E!NE, forms most of the ground of these 
two hills. The aureole rocks on Green Hill and, to a lesser extent on 
Moorbrock Hill., have been intruded by a suite of porphyrite and 
lamprophyre dykes. Qusrtz veining is not common, and, where present, is 
thin and impersistent, rarely containing more than a trace of pyrite. 
Gold was found in the Poldores Burn and its tributaries (140, 141, 142, 
143 and 150) and in the Poltie Burn (lsl), the White Burn (139) and the 
Knotty Burn (138), all tributaries of the Polifferie Burn. Gold from the 
source region may find its way into alluvial tracts along the course of 
the Polifferie Burn. Purther to the sout&west gold was also recorded in 
the Polshagg Burn (146) 
Inthe blackshale 
concentrate samples are 
which drains from Beninner and gpOckwhirn. 
belt to the east of the Carsphairn Granite, two 
anomalous in lead and lead-copper respectively. 
The corresponding sediment samples. contain anomalous amounts of oopper, 
Several small-scale copper anomalies are a feature of concentrates, 
but not the corresponding sediment samples, from the area of greywackes 
south of the black shale belt. The source of the relatively large zinc 
anomaly in a concentrate from Dry Burn [m 629 9161 has not yet been 
traced. 
Clennoch Burn [NS 610 OOY] 
In the metamorphic aureole on the northern margin of the Csrsphairn 
granite complex traces of lead mineralisation (most conrmonly pyromorphite) 
have been identified in the pan samples from the source branch of the 
Shalloch Burn (153) draining from the Nick of the Sware, the source branch 
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of the Polwhat Burn (173) off Dugland, and east of Dugland in the four 
headwaters branohes of the Clennooh Burn (160, 161, 163 aad 164). A 
mineral trial (Pb) is reported to be located in the CJ.aygrane Burn at 
NS 6200 0063. There is a track down to the stream at this point but no 
evidence of former workings was seen. 
Cold was found in the Red Cleugh (163), Fox Yird Burn (164) and the 
source branch of the Polwhat Burn (173). 
5.2.32 The Carsphairn Granite complex 
Tin, molybdenum and base-metal mineralisation have not been found 
and there are few other indications of economic mineralisation within the 
complex. Traces of diss eminated marcasite, pyrite, and pyrrhotife were 
occasionaLly found in the hornblende hybrid and diorite facies. Some 
conoentration of these minerals was recorded near the margin of the 
outlying 'diorite' mass of Craig of Knookgray, north of Csrsphairn 
village. Tonalftebreccia impregnated tith hematite is qosed in the 
Poultriebuie Burn at Nx 5801 9822 aad the pan sample from 
(184) conW hematite, probably however, derived born a 
the aureole. 
Scintillometer 
granite complex and 
the central granite 
The Polchiffer Burn 
Disgee Strand 
structurein 
radiometric traversing was carried out over the 
levels in the range 30 - 6Opr/hr were recorded over 
and surrounding finer-grained 'acid hybrid' f&ies. 
is the only stream of any consequence to 
the central granite. Traces of the thorium mineral monaaite 
identified in this (189) and some other stream concentrates. 
drajafrom 
were 
Of particular 
interest was the discovery of two groups of radon emitting springs within 
the granite area. The first group, comprising two springs, lie on a NE 
bearing near the boundsry wall above Cold Wells at NX 5907 9784 and 
NX 5909 9787 respectively. The lower spring has a maximum radiometric 
level of 35yr/hr and the higher one a maximum level of 8Opr/hr. The 
second group, comprising at least three springs on an approximate E-W 
bearing, me located just south from the source of the Polchiffer Burn 
between Nx 5894 9877 and Nx 590;' 9878. The springs on either side of the 
larger central spring gave maximum radiometric readings of 60 pr/‘bx 
while the central one gave the unusually high maximum regtdfng of 150 &hr. 
6. DISTEUBUTION OF ECONOMIC EXZPENTS 
6.1 Introduction 
This section describes the distribution of the minerals of each 
element and shows how this is related to the known geology. The 
economic potential of each element is considered and, where relevant, 
its association with other elements. 
6.2 Distribution of Elements 
The maps which accompany the text show the distribution of the 
minerals of each element, both @mazy and secondary. These are 
constructed mainly from the information given in APPEZDIX I (stream 
concentzates) md from Section 5 which coat& details of stream 
sediment and 
distribution 
The elements 
‘in situ* mineral occurrences. No attempt is made in the 
maps to distinguish between conuentration levels at sites. 
in this section are discussed in the following order: 
Copper Antimony 
Lead Titanium 
zinc ChrCUlliUm 
Molybdenum 1 Manganese 
Iron 
. 
Gold 
Tungsten 
Tin 
6.2.1 Distribution of Copper Mineralisation 
Cobalt-Nickel 
Arsenic 
Uranium-Thorium 
Barium 
(Fig. 6.1) 
Copper mineralisation is widespread in and exound paAs of the 
granite plutons but the level of concentration in mineralised outcrops 
and in paunings is generally too low to encourage consideration of &31y 
occurrence as 
isation could 
a primary copper prospect. Nevertheless copper mineral- 
be an iqortant economic factor in any assessment of 

other ores with associated copper minerals. 
mineral is chalcopyrite accompanied at some The principal primary 
localities by minor amounts of secondary minerals malachite and azurfte. 
the proportion of 
Notable exmples 
I 
I Chalcop~ite commonly forms a small percentage of 
disseminated pyrite present in sedimentary rocks. 
1 
I 
occur in the Brownhill Burn, tributary of the Water of Deugh (132); 
on the flanks of Cairnsgazroch and in the nearby Lumps (119) and 
Blaree Burns (112); on Lam&an Iii11 and in Penkiln Bum (365, 367 and 
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369); and in the Glenlee Burn (35). 
In the aureole of the Fleet granite, simple veins composed my 
of chalcopyrite, pyrite and occasional (?) bornite in a quartz, gangue, 
aze quite common. A vein with copper minerals occurs in the Come Burn 
at the head of Tonderghie Glen [XX 4953 74713, sevem+ have been 
identified at or near the granite contact in the catchrnents of the 
Palnure and KnocMling Burns, and there is a small trial on one such 
vein in the Pulran Burn [NX 5227 74941. Minor amoats of copper 
minerals OCCUT disseminated in porphyrite, lamprophyre and foliated 
diorite intrusions in the Maggot Hill [MC 595 7881 - Rig of Airie 
[NX 606 7801 area and mound Clatteringshaws Loch. Veins asd fmctures 
in and marginal to these intrusions may also carry copper mineas. 
Several streams in the Talnotry mea contain copper minerals, while ore 
samples from the Talnotry nickel mine [NX 4810 70181 have been shown to 
contain interesting percentages of copper ranging ftom 0.84 to 2.4196 in 
three analyses. 
Minor amounts of disseminated copper mineralisation were found at 
* several localities in the norite snd tonalite facies of the Loch Doon 
pluton, the tonalite facies of the Carsphairn pluton, in the smaller 
intrusions of Mid Hill and Burnhead and in association with quartz- 
arsenopyrite veins on the southern mare of the Loch Doon pluton. The 
aureole rocks of these intrusions also contain copper mineralisation, 
but this is generally of small scale. 
Copper mineralisation occurs in association with lead-rtinc mineral- 
isation in veins at the former mines at Woodhead (I&) and Silver Ridge 
(338) and also has been identified with galena and gphalerite on 
Milldown (81 and 82), south-west of 
Glenmuck[NS 51 02]have not yet been 
6.2.2 Distribution of Dead Mineralisation 
Dead mineralisation considered to have economic potential is 
closely associated with those sectors of the aureole of the granite 
p1uton8 composed essentially of shales and finer sed.Ame.nts or to vein 
systems transverse to the Caledonoid trend. Few indications of lead 
Loch Dungeon. Copper anomalies near 
traced to a source. 
(Fig. 6.2) 
minerals have been found within the Doon or Carsphairn granite complexes. 
The most common minerals identified are galena and pyromorphite, with 
plumboguunnite-beudantite and mimetite present in significant amounts in 
pan samples from the Penkiln and Craigshinnie Burns respectively. 
Lead(andusu8.llyeinc)mineraJ.s havebeenfoundinvefns, fractures, 
faults and rheas zones both parallel and tran8verse to the Caledonoid 
trend, in the structurally complex sector of the northern metamorphic 
aureole of the Fleet granite which extends nearly 20 km from TaUotry 
Hill [HX 478 ~o$J almost to New Galloway. A number of trial shaft8 asd 
adits have been driven at several points on a NE-SW Caledonoid trending 
fault zone which can be traced along the base of a scarp feature for 
1.5 Icm from the foot of Tonderghie Glen, through .the be8e of the Grey 
Mere's Tail waterfall at NX 4912 7262, before losing identity 8ome 600 m 
to the south-west. R&her trials have been made on sub-parallel 
mineralised structures above the Grey Mare% Tail waterfall at mX 4897 - 
7265, at Garmel [NX 
pan samples confirm 
4833 72151 and at Craighandle [MI: 4820 7168], aad 
the continued presence of lead minerals further 

afield in the Black Dubs Burn(3&)aad in thevici.nityoftheTalnotry . 
nickel mine (399). Lead mineralisation, possibly related to a NE 
extension of the Grey Mere% Tail fault zone, occurs at the Pulran trial 
(2) ; in the Forestry Commission qurry on the west side of 
Clatteringshaws Loch [RX 5387 75851 and again below the scarp of 
Glenlee Hill in the Craigshinnie trial (46). Tra.ces of lead minerals 
. 
also OCCUT in pa;n samples (11 t 27, 31 and 42) from the gno~knnfrling 
Burn and its tributaries which drain the NE aureole of the Fleet granite. 
Indications in the concentrate (30) on the north side of Birch Hill are 
in the same area as occurrences reported near Kenmure Castle and 
lvlarchwell (about 3 km further north) in the *Statistical Acoount of 
Scotland'. Anomalous amounts of lead were detected in pan samples 
collected near Hen Craig [RX 558 8251 and from McAdams Burn [= 9+2 8411. 
Lead mineralisation associated with belts of dark ahaLes occtm in 
the Penkiln Burn (367) and Caldons Burn (323), with both stresms drain@ 
the broad belt of strongly folded black shales which form the m&n 
p8rt of Lsmachan Hill. Similar lead-shale relationships occur in the 
structurally complex area 
Buchan Burn [RX 432 8421, 
MilldOWKl 
(but not 
complex, 
161, 163 
(82), south-west 
of the Red Gairy (395) 2 km to the east, in 
in Cross BUXA [m 385 8711, adi again on 
of Loch Dungeon. The marked grouping of lead 
zixx) mineralisation in the north-east aureole of the CarsphaLrn 
particularly in the source branches of the Glennoch Burn (160, 
and 164), is not obviously related to shale belts and requires 
further investigation. Similar occurrences in ereas remote from shale 
-belts were recorded from Mulmein Burn [RX 415 7751, Folk Burn [RX 522 8731 
and tributaries of Polmaddy Burn [RX 516 8863. 
Groups of veins and vein breccias containing lead, zinc and minor 
copper ores, witha trend genertily transverse to the regional strike, 
have been worked at the Silver Ridge and Coldstream Burn Mines in the 
Newton Stewart 
(with zinc and 
district and at the Woodhead Mine near Carsphairn. Dead 
copper) minerals have been identified in pan samples 
derived from streams up to 1 km north (340) and,south (339) of Silver 
Riw and in the catchment of the Coldstream Burn (354), 1.5 km above 
the Coldstream Burn Mine. Phese mineral associations also occur in the 
pan samples collected up to 2 lan to the south of the Woodhead Mine at 
Sraigenwallie (El), to the north in the Green Burn (127) and L&Loch 
Burn (128), and to the west in tributmies of the Garryhorn Burn (116 and 
117). The results suggest the presence of further undiscovered lodes 
in both the Woodhead and the Silver Ridge - Coldstreasl Burn areas. 
6.2.3 Distribution of Zinc Mineralisation (Fig. 6.3) 
Zinc minerals axe more widely distributed than those of lead and 
occur at nearly twice as many localities. This is ma&nly attributable 
to the superior detrital survival potential of the principal mineral 
sphalerite compared with the equivalent common lead minerals galena aud 
pyromorphite. The distribution map thus shows a more marked relationship 
of zinc mineralisation to major shale belts than is apparent in the 
corresponding map for lead. 
As brought out in the foregoing section many of the more significant 
zinc occumences are associated with lead mineralisation. There are, 
however, a few examples of mineralisation related to shale belts where 
important mounts of sphalerite occur in pan concentrates without 
associated lead minerals. A notable exmnple is the Brown Hill Burn 
(l32), a tributary of the Water of Deugh. 
Zinc mineralisation, considered to have economic potential but not 
obviously connected with major shale belts, occurs on the west side of 
Clatteringshaws Jmh in the Darnaw Burn (3, 4 and 105). A vein cm 
copper-zinc ores in a qua&z-carbonate gangue is reported at the 
Craignell trial on the north bank of the Darnaw Burn. More widespread 
mineralisation is indicated by the continued presence of sphaJ.erite in 
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pan samples (3 and 4) nearly 1 km upstream from the mine site. 
Zinc mineralisation has been detected in pan and/or sediment samples 
from the Pulran Burn [NX 525 7511 . , a stream near Black Loch [ant 496 7271, 
the Grey Mace's Tail Burn [NX 491 7271 and 
Talnotry [NX 481 7103 and Penkiln Burn [MC 
lying in a belt from the middle reaches of 
through the headwaters catchment of Pulnee 
other sites westwards to 
440 7371. The greywackes 
Penkiln Burn northeastwards . 
Burn to the edge of the Loch 
Doon intrusion have been shown to be enriched in zinc contained within 
detrital orthopyroxene grains in the rock. The zinc in the sieved 
stream sediment N and NE of Clatteringshaws Loch is not axxzommodated 
in orthopyroxene but is present in the adsorbed form ie it has been 
dispersed hydromorphically from an as yet unknown source. Sphalerite 
is also present in pan conoentrates taken from the Folk Burn (83) and 
a tributary of the Polmaddy Burn (90) draiz&g CraigTine. The strongly 
folded sequence of shales, flags andgreywackes formingthis hill are 
intruded by an unusually dense swarm of porphyrite and lanprophyre 
dykes with a north to north-east trend. 
Evidence for zinc mineralisation in the Carsphairn granite complex 
and its aureole is markedly absent but a Tlumber of occurrences have 
been identified in the marginal facies and aureole of the Loch Doon 
intrusion. 
6.2.4 Distribution of Molybdenum Minerals (Fig. 6.4) 
the 
the 
The distribution of molybdenum mineralisation, as represented by 
mineral molybdenite (MoS2), is restricted, with few exceptions, to 
Loch Doon, Fleet and Burnhead intrusions. 
The Doon occurrences are groupe?. into two main areas, one in and 
around the northern part of the central ridge of more acid facies granite 
and the other in the south around Loch Neldricken and just west of the 
central ridge. In the latter area the mineral was found in the loch 
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shore sand where it is present at a very low level of concentration. 
In the Burnhead mass, flakes of molybdenite occur sparsely 
disseminated in the 
snmples (29 and 73) 
intrusion. 
hybrid tonalite facies and are also present in pan 
collected from streams draiAng that part of the 
With eqles of molybdenum mineralisation already known from 
both the Fleet and Criffell plutons, the results of the current 
investigation confirm the continued association of the element with 
the major Southern Uplands granites. 
6.2.5 Distribution of Iron Minerals (Fig. 6.5) 
Magnetite is 
granite complexes 
catchment sxeas. 
Hematite, in 
a rare constituent of pan samples taken within the 
of Loch Doon and Carsphairn or from sedimentary 
contrast, has a very wide distribution throughout the 
project mea. However, if emphasis is restricted to occurrences where 
the mineral is common to abundant, as is shown on the accompanyiq 
distribution map for the mineral, it can be seen that within the granite 
intrusions significant indications occur only in some eastern marginal 
parts of the Doon complex. The most important hematite 'lode* known is 
that structure which can be traced for nearly 3 km from Coran of Portmark 
in the marginal tonalite facies of the Doon intrusion, passing into the 
atieole 1 km south and terminating in the souroe area of the Blaree Burn, 
1 km west of Cairnsgarroch. This occurrence attracted mining interest 
in the past and unsuccessful attempts were made to work the ore. Possible 
southerly extensions of this or sub-parallel structures are indicated by 
the prevalence of hematite in pan samples from the Blaree Burn, the 
Polmaddy Burn, the Hawse Burn, the Altibrick Strand and some streams 
around Lath Dungeon. A breccia with hematite is exposed in the Hawse 
Burn [ME 5062 86~21. Westward, closer to the granite contact, hematite 
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veins have been found in the Kirreoch and March Burn catchments. 
Hematite is notably common in pan samples from the Clennoch Bun 
catchment on the north side of the Carsphairn complex. 
Pyrfte has been listed ti LiEPENnrX I asit is recognised to have a 
limited role as a possf.ble indicator of associated sulphides of other 
economic elements. The mineral is widely distributed in finer sediments, 
particularly black shales. It is commonly found finely disseminated in 
lavas, dykes and other minor intrusions in the metamorphic aureoles of 
the major plutons. Marcasite, the 'white' pyrite variety, has been 
identified in the Maggot Hill area and also in a more unusual genetic 
association with the hybrid tonalite facies of the Burnhead intrusion. 
The magnetic iron sulphide pyrrhotite forms a major component of the ore 
at the Talnotry nickel mine. Analyses indicate nickel contents up to 
3%. Minor amounts of the mineral have been detected in qua&z veixu in 
the Maggot Hill - Rig of Airie area. Pyrrhotite with traces of the 
nickel mineral pentlandite (XRD) has been identified in mineralised 
vein samples from the Forestry Commission quaSry on the west side of 
Ciatteringshaws Loch and from other sites in the vicinity. Dissemi- 
nations of pyrrhotite occur in parts of the Mid Hill and Burnhead 
intrusions and also in the small hybrid diorite mass of &o&ray 
above Carsphairn village. Pgrrhotite has also been rt;tiorded in rocks 
from the middle and lower remhes of Penkiln Burn. It occurs together 
with chalcopyrite in thin veins to the NE of the Talnotry worw as 
far as the Grey Maze% Tail waterfall. Traces have been recorded in 
pan concentrates from some streams draining shale belts in the catchments 
of the Penkiln and Polmaddy Burns ad also on Milldown, neas Loch 
Dungeon. 
6.2.6 Distribution of Gold (Fig. 6.6) 
Although there is no previous record of gold in the project area9 

the metal has been shown by panning to have a wide distribution. 
Inonlythree areas is the incidence of the element common enou&h 
to warrant further attention. Gold has been found in an area extending 
from the Knoctiirling Burn, over the Maggot Hill - Wiil*s Bill ridge, 
to the Craigshinnie catchment and thence-over the Back Hill of Glenlee 
to the Glenlee Burn. It has also been identified from all the streams 
draining Green Hill and Moorbrock Hill on the eastern msrgin of the 
Carsphairn granite, with further occurrences in and around the Clennoch 
Burn cat&me& on the north side of the intrusion. Gold was found in 
I the two pan samples taken from a small stream drw the hybrid 
I 
tonalite facies of the Burnhead mass into Loch Minnoch. Other 
occurrences may be significant although not more than two particles 
I 
gold were found in any one panning. 
The majority of particles are sub-angulas or angular in form, 
I 
indicative of a fairly local source. Most grains have a size v 
0.1 - 0.5 mm diameter azid a weight range of 0.1 -0.25 mg. 
I Strips of alluvium along the courses of the ICaOcknairling and 
I 
Craigshinnie Burns are too small for placer qloitation even if 
of 
of 
payable values were to be proved. This also applies to limited thin 
eluvial placer areas on the flanks of the Maggot Hill - Will's Hill 
ridge. The gentle grades of both the tiocknairling and Crai@innie 
Burnsmake itunlikelythat 
way into the large areas of 
Ken. Gold from the streams 
much gold from these sources will find its 
alluvium in the valley of the Water of 
draining the Green Hill 
areas may reach alluvial tracts along the course of 
Burn. Gold present in stream concentrates from the 
I 
Glenhead Burn [ NX 4492 7855 ] was traced to thin 
and Moorbrock Eill 
the Polifferie 
headxaters of the 
quarts-arsenopyrite 
D veins still under investigation in the contact aureole [ Nx 4473 7814 ] 
I 
1 
I 
of the Doon intrusion. 
There is a relationship between the distribution of particle gold 
and shale belts, this being more evident near the granite intrusions. 
An attempt to trace the provename of the gold in the Naggot Hill area 
yielded inconclusive results. Samples of quartz veins contaiz&g minar 
sulphide minerals, specimens of spezsely mineralised, foliated diorite, 
and samples of indurated pyritous, carbonaceous hale have been analysed 
but in only one instance has the gold tenor been proved to be above the 
. 
mubum analytical detection level of 0.02 ppm. It may be that the gold 
is held in the basic volcanic detritus and/or vein quarts components of 
greywackes and that the element is mobilised by solutions developed from 
effects of folding and metamorphism, before being finally precipitated 
as visible particles within and arouud structures 
con- reducing agents such as organic matter 
(eg pgrite). 
in host rooks 
and/or sulphides 
6.2.7 Distribution of Tunmten Mineralisation 
There is evidence of minor tungsten mineraJ.isation in both the 
Doon and Fleet plutous. 
In the southern se&or of the Loch Doon complex an analysis of a 
saslple from a lode occurring in the Gairlaud Dwm tributary [JQE 4332 82123 
shows it to contain approximately 0.1% of the element, and in the north 
a trace of scheelite was identified (XRD) in the pan sample (239) 
collected from the east flank of Craignawhamal. 
Three analyses of %rsenopyritel ore from the Palnure Burn trial 
[NX 4810 70181 at th e maxgin of the FJ.eet gzanite in the Talnotry area 
gale tungsten values of up to OaO?%e 
6.2.8 Distribution of Tin -1s 
The principal mineral cassiterite has not 
grain of the wood tin variety, Toad's m tin, 
concentrate from the Glenowrie Burn (6) in the 
been found. A single 
was identified in the 
southern aureole of the 
6.2.9 
Q.2.10 
Loch Doon complex. The 
there is no significant 
or its surroundixgs. 
geochemical reconnaissance data indicate that 
tin mineralisation within the Doon granite 
Distribution of Antimony MineralfsatSon 
No antimony minerals have been found. Geochemical evidence 
indicates that Sb is only a minor component of mineralisation in the 
area. It is present in a concentrate from the stream drainiq the 
old working at Craigshinnie at the 25 ppm level and elsewhere in a 
few ssqles at similar levels. It is also a minor constituent 
(40 ppm level) in th e b ase metal mineralisation at Penkiln Burn. A 
sample of 'niccolite-cobaltite' ore from the Talnotry nickel trial 
[= 4791 70361 contained just over 0.0% of the element and no values 
over 50 ppm were recorded in any other analyses of mineralised samples. 
Distribution of Titanium Minerals 
The highest geochemical titanium concentrations in stream 
sediments are to be found in the most basic parts of the Doon oomplex 
and with a group of the sediments extending from the southern margin 
of the intrusion to the middle reaches of Penkiln Burn. Relatively 
high titanium levels are also present in samples derived f'rom the 
tonalite facies of the Carspha&rn granite and the sediments to the SE of 
the intrusion. An isolated very titanium-rich sample is derived from 
the western side of Mid Hill. 
Ilmenite is present in all pan samples. Notable alluvial 
concentrations, derived from the norite and diorite of the Loch Doon 
complex, occur in the Dalloch Lane in the north-west part of the 
intrusion (208) and again in the south in the shore sands of Loch Dee 
(61). Cosrser detrital ilmenite is recognised in many stresm concen- 
trates from 
sedimentary 
the area between the Loch Doon and Fleet plutons. In some 
catchment areas patchy to amorphous alteration products of 
ilmenite are as common as ilmenite and occasionally traces of (?) 
pseudobrookite are present. 
Minor amounts of rutile snd its polymorph anatase are usually 
present in pan samples collected from sedimentary catchment areas, but 
both minerals, particularly anatase, are much less common in the granite 
complexes. Unusually coarse anatase is common in several stream 
concentrates in the sector between the two major shale belts of the 
Glen Trool and Penkiln Burn areas. Its abundance in the branch of 
the Ferraoh Bum (321) merits an investigation to establish the 
mineral% provenance. 
Sphene (titanite), the calcium-titanium silicate, is present in 
many pan concentrates and is particularly common in parts of the Ioch 
Doon and Carsphairn complexes. 
6.2.11 Distribution of Chromium Minerals 
The highest chromium stream sediment values are located in a zone 
of sediments surrounding the Burnhead and MidHill intrusions. 
Comparatively high levels also occur in a zone within the tonalfte 
facies of the Doon granite to the west of LoohDungeonwithin sediments 
SE of the Carsphairn granite and in an area north of Loch Doon adjeicent 
to the Southern Upland Pault. Lesser concentrations appear to be 
associated with the thrust slice of black shales and greywackes 
located along the NW contact of the Fleet granite as far as 
Clatteringshaws Loch. 
Chromium spine1 (chromite) occurs in most stream concentrates 
collected from sedimentary rock catchments but is rarely present in pan 
saa#.es taken within the granite plUt0n.s chromium spine1 oan raslge 
as high as 2& by weight of the heavy mineral fraction, Az&yses of 
several grains show variations in the Cr 0 
23 
The incidence of chromium spine1 appears to 
content from 30 to 5696. 
bear some relation to the 
6.2.12 Distribution of PlIaJlganese Mineralisation 
Manganese minerals have not been found in other than trace amounts. 
The low tenor (0.1%) of the element in all analysed ore ssmples makes 
it unlikely that significant mineral concentrations occur in the area. 
6.2.13 Distribution of Cobalt-Nickel Mineralisation 
Weathering and alteration of the diorite and norite rocks in the 
Black Laggan Ward area on the southern margin of the Loch Doon complex 
to depths up to 4 m has been observed in new forestry road sections. 
proportion of basic igneous fragments present in greywackes. 
A sample 
analysed 
compared 
The 
collected from the road to Loch Dee at [NX 4700 77951 was 
but the result of 55 ppm Co and 90 ppm Ni shows no concentration 
to unaltered rocks. 
most important occurrence of cobalt-nickel mineralisation is 
at the Talnotry Mine [NX 4791 70361 where cobaJ.tite (CoAsS) and 
niccolite (Nias) are associated with pyzrhotite and chalcopyrite at the 
riwcgin of a diorite intrusion. Three analysed samples of mixed ore 
from themine dump gave cobalt values ranging fmm 0.07% in pyrrhotite- 
dominant material to 1.2% in a ssmple rich in cobalt-nickel minerals. 
Neutron activation analysis is not a suitable technique for the 
determination of nickel. Analyses quoted in the IGS Special Reports 
Series (Wilson 1921) show nickel values up to 2% in pyrrhotite and up 
to 1296 in niccolite. Disseminated pprrhotite was found in a diorite 
outcrop in the nearby Glen of the Bar and traces occur in pan samples 
from streems 
Present 
ofBurnhead, 
cant amounts 
just west of the mine. 
results indicate thak pyrrhotite found in the intrusions 
Mid Hill and Craig of mckgray does not contain aignifi- 
of nickel. Minor amounts of cobalt-nickel minerals may 
be present in the lode structure 
!&ibutary at [NX 4332 82121 as a 
qosed in the Gairland Burn 
sample analysis gave 0.0% Co. 
6.2.14 Distribution of Brsenio Mineralisation 
The principal mineral arsenopyrite has been identified in several 
different associations. It is common in the tonalite facies of the 
Burnhead mass (but not Mid Hill), it is present in quart% veins in 
the Maggot Hill area and in the southern mar@.naJ facies of the Loah 
Doon intrusion, particularly in the upper reaches of the Glenhead Burn, and 
has also been identified in some streams concentrates f'rom the Moorbrock 
Hill area. Gold has been proven to occur in all these areas. However 
at the Palnure Burn trial [NX 4810 70183, where the 
mineral is arsenopyrite, analysed samples showed no . 
up to 2 ppm was recorded in aualyses of ore samples 
Talnotry nickel mine. 
dom%na.nt ore 
gold 
from 
values, though 
the nearby 
6.2.15 
Arsenopyrite has not been recorded in other than trace amounts 
from the majority of pa$ ssmples. In the few instanoes where the 
mineral is relatively common , other important economic minerals are 
also present. 
Distribution of Uranium-Thorium MineralSsation 
Widely scattered ties of radioaotive mineraUsation, @virig 
scintillometer readings ranging up to 8913$1r, OCCUT in the aureole 
of the Fleet granite. ELxaqles are to be found in the Buxzknairling 
Burn tributary below Darsalloch, in the west bank of the stream below 
the Grey Mare% Tail waterfall, and in the crags on the east side of 
Buckdas of Cairnbaber [XX 4880 76251. 
The occurrence of two groups of radon-emitting springs inand 
around the central granite facies of the Carsphairn complex is an 
unusual feature. One spring, near the source of the Polohiffer Burn 
at NX 5900 9877, gives the uncommonly high scintillometer reading for 
sucha springof1502rr/hr. 
Traoes of the thorium mineral monazite occur in pan samples from 
6.2.16 
6.2.17 
. 
several streams 
Durn. Monazite 
draining the Carsphairn pluton, 
is a much more common a,ccessory 
including the Polchiffer 
mineral in the central 
granite facies of the Loch Doon complex, particularly in the azea 
aroundCraignaw. There is some concentration of the mineral in the 
large alluvial tract west of the Cooran Lane. 
Distribution of Darium Mineralisation 
Uneqectedly few instances of barium mineralisation were found in 
theprojectarea consideringthatthe principalmineralbarytes has a 
wide occurrence in mineralised structures in many parts of Scotland. 
Apart from several localities along the line of the Southern IF&Land 
Pault, mineralisation appears to be largely restricted to the area west 
of the Loch Doon complex, with examples at the Silver Ridge mine, on the 
flank of Benmore [NX 3808 8405] 1 km east of the Water of Hnnoch, and 
as tzaces in some stream concentrates. 
Distribution of Phosnhate Rock 
Crushed phosphate rock from North Africa has been esctensively 
used as a fertiliser by the Forestry Commission and other prfvate 
&-ups. As forested areas comprise the greater part of the project 
area, pan samples are usually contaminated by minor amounts of small, 
rounded, white to brown, translucent phosphate grafns. 
i)iverse nohle- and base-metal mineralisation has heen follnd in the . - 
area between the Doon and Fleet granites from Naggot Hill to Talnotry and 
also in the Silver Rig to Glen Tro'ol. area. 
e 6. 
Xore detail.ed investigations in selected areas are required and sc)me 
t. 
of these are now at an advanced stage. . 
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APPENDIX I 
APPENLIX I Hineralisation in Pan Concentrate@ 
No. 'pgp8* Looaj.ity 6'~ She& Qrid ref.* 
1 S 
2 T 
3 S 
4 S 
5 S 
6 S 
7 S 
8 S 
9 S 
10 S 
11 S 
12 S 
13 S 
14 S 
15 S 
16 S 
17 S 
18 S 
19 S 
20 S 
21 S 
22 S 
23 S 
24 ' S 
25 S 
pulran lhm ..o~~~.~*~e~***...*.~.**..~...~....**. H-X 57 SW 5226 7493 
Pulran Burn trial . . . . ..o..................e...... NX 57 SW 5227 7494 
DarnawBum *...........**...........*....a.*..... M[: 57 RI+ 5235 765Q 
'Damaw Bum l mmmmmmm~mmm*mem*emmemmeemm*mmmmmmmemma NX 57 N-H 5235 7650 
Fore WIm l meemmmem~eemeemmmmemmmmmmmeea*emm~eeem* I+n 47 IJE 4894 7634 
Craigencallia Lane l emememem*mmmm~mmm~e*mme**mem*e m57m 50267615 
Nr. nack Laggan l mm~em’mmeeeeemmmmeemmmeeeeeeeemee l+lx 47 mi 4700 7795 
Whit8 Lagg8.n Bum l ee~eeeeame*e*mememmmmemaeeemmem NX 47 NE 4683 7782 
Knoolcnairling Bum l ee~aemmmemeemmmme*emememeee~em NX 57 m 5899 7728 
Knocknairling Bum tri& l mmmmemememmeee~e~ee~ee~e NX 67 NW 6060 7732 
ICnooknairling Bum l memo*mmmeememmmemmmm*eee~ee*ee M[ 67 NW 6069 7727 
Daraallooh Bun. l mmemem*memmmmm*mmmmmmmmme4eeeeeeo NX 67 NW 6085 7718 
CraigshiMie Bum trib l ~~~mmmemmmemmmmme~meeeem~e NX 67 NW 6010 7896 
Maggot Hill l mmem*meeeemmmmmmeeeemmmm*mememmeeeeme Nit 67 Mw 6002 7gl'O 
Cra&ge;hiMie B&m l m*eeeememememmmmmemmmmme*m*momm xx 67 HW 6006 7938 
CraigshiMie Bum trib l m*eeemmmmmmememe~ememmeomm BJx 57 BJE 5989 7936 
CraigshiMie Bum trib l *eemmemmaememmeem~emm~e~** NX 57 = 5986 7927 
Maggot Hill l emmee*meem*emmeemm*mmmm~m*emmoo*~me~m Mf 57 NE 5909 7915 
’ CraigShiM Bum trjlb l em*mmemeemmem*e*meeeee~ee* lfx 57 mi 5886 7941 
Airie Began Hill l eememmm*mmm*meeemeeeeoeemm*mmem NX 57m 58687860 
CraigshiMie Burn tr?ib l mmmemm*meemememmme*eemm*** = 57 m 5823 7930 
CraigahiMia Bum trib l m**emmmeeeaeemmmmemmmmmmme f=57= 58147870 
Craigshinnia w1m trib l ommmmmmmemmemmeme*m~mmmeme NX 57 IJE 5823-7871 
ZkW point of Clatteringdzaws LO~hmmeemmmmmememme NX 57 ME $663 7743 
East Point of C1atteringdmws LO~hemmmmemmeemrnme HX 57 BE 5595 7787 
. 
r 
26 s 
27 S 
28 S 
29 S 
30 S 
31 S 
32 r) 
33 S 
34 S 
35 S 
36 S 
37 S 
38 S 
39 S 
40 S 
41 S 
42 S 
43 S 
44 S 
45 S 
46 S 
47 S 
48 s 
49 ii 
50 S 
Glanlee Burn trib .*.*.ee*ebee*eee**eee*e*e**e*ee*d =57 l@i 5570 7967 
Knooknairling Burn trib l oe*e***eeeee**eeeeeeeeeee IQI 57. m Pm 7760 
Knooknairling Burn trib l *******@*****o**o*.*..*o. = 57 rJE 5974 7766 
Off Berman Hill,Looh Minnooh......,.............. Nx 58 MJ 5335 8591 
Knooknairling Burn trib l ee.eeee**ee*e*eeeeee.eeee ~x6711w 62087713 
Knocknairling Burn trib l eee**ee*e*eee**ee*eeee.ee = 67 NW 6145 7743 
Wader cslay bank beside ICnooknaifling W\rn.e*eee Nx 67 MJ 6144 7736 
KnocknairIing Burn trib l eeee*eeeeeee**e*.*eee*eee NX 67 NW 6096 7723 
Off Gallows Know9 )*.*.e*e*eeee.ee*eee*.ee*...ee.. M[ 67 m 6165 7827 
Glenlee Burn trib l .e....eee.oe.***eeeeeeee.ee.*e* MC $3 SE 5624 8063 
Glenlee Burn trib l eeeeeeeeeee*eeeeeee*eee.eee.e*a M: 58 sE 5711 8062 
Glenlee Bum l e*ee..eeeeee*eeeeeee*eee***ooeeee*ee BJx 58 = 5677 8080 
Q1enlee Burn trib l ee***qeeeoeeee**eeeeeeeeeeeeeee IJX 58 SE 5567 8067 
menlee Burn trib .eee.e..e.ee**e**.ee*e.**.....ee Nxfj8sE 55438126 
Glenlee Burn trib l oeeeeeeeee*.ee**e*ee***eeee**ee Nx 58 SE 5930 8116 
MinnigaXl Lane l *e...eeee*e.ee*e*e**ee*eeee*e*eee* N-X 58 SW 5299 8246 
Knooknairling Burn l eeeo*eee*e*e**eeee*eeee***ee** NX s? big 5938 7737 
winnigall_Cane l e*eeee**ee*ee**e*e*e****e*eee*eee* NX yj8 SW 5316 8192 
Carrooh Burn head-water l **e**me****e*e*......*.** m 58 sw 5414 8192 
B;laokBurn .e*eee*eeeeeeeeee.*eeee*ee*eoeeeee...e. MX 58 SE 5537 8300 
Craigshinnie Burn trib eo.**e.e.e**ee.*.e...o*e..e NJc 57 m 5858 7937 
Knooknsirling Bum trib ..*..***e**.***..e.....*.. m 67 Nw 6001 7790 
Knocknairling Burn trib .**e************o*...*..** EJX 57 HJI 5989 7774 
Knocknairling Burn trib . ..*.**.**e***e....e*...*. mc 67 m 6020 71'33 
Crtmqy Burn trib l **e*eee.eee**e*e**eeee*~e.eo*e.e m rS SE 5659 8364 
* For explanation refer to end of Table. 
APPENDIX I (cant) Minerst.isation in Pan Conoentrates 
No. Type Looality 6" Sheet Grid ref. 
51 S 
52 S 
53 S 
54 S 
55 S 
56 S 
57 S 
58 S 
59 S 
60 S 
61 S 
62 S 
63 S 
64 S 
65 S 
66 S 
67 S 
68 S 
69 S 
70 S 
71 S 
72 S 
73 S 
74 S 
75 S 
Cruxmy Burn trib .o...e*.........e**********..*..*.* IJx58= 
White Laggan Burn l *e***o*a.***e.****e**.*e*.**e*e**~ Nx 47 l@i 
Crumny Burn trib l *.******.*******.***.e*o.****..*** NX 58 SE 
Cnunrqy Burn trib l *oo***...***.**.e*****.********.*. Nvj-E 
White Laggen wlrn trib ..~..e......*o..e*.e.a~...... M[: 47 NE 
Maggot Hill . . . . . . . ..*.....~.........*.....o..o..... NX 67 NW 
Maggot Hill l .*.*.*.~*****..*.***.**..***..*.o*.**.. m 67 NW 
FW oagz48 Burn l **..4~o.*..........*....~~~.e~e.*e.~ Nx 57 Nu 
Puloagrie Burn trib l *~.~.e*..*.*..oa*.~*~*..oo...** Nx 57 NW 
Nr. Upper Craigenbay .~..**~**.....4.~e*~e*~~*e.~... NX 57 NW 
Looh Dee beach sand ..*.......e*.....~.e*e~....*..~. -- NX 47 lim 
MoAdam’s Burn ..**.*......e........*.e.e~.*e.......* Nx 58 SW 
MoAdaa's Burn trib l ..*.*.**....*e*~e~..4e**e*e*..~. Nx 58 SW . 
Polmaddy Burn trib l ..~..o.....*.*.~...~~~*.~@...*.* Nx%m 
Polmaddy Burn trib l **e**eee*e*e*eemee*oee*o*oee*o4a~ Nc3~ 
Polmaddy Burn trib l *me*eeee**eoee***o*e*ee~***e*o** NxgoaE 
Polharrow Burn trib l *****e******e***~eee**eoo**e**e NH-E 
Polharrow Burn trib l ***~**e~**e*e***ee**~**eoe*e*o* MC 58 NE 
McAdam's Burn trib l eoe*eeeoe*e***ee***~eaeo*e****** m g3 SW 
MoAdzds Burn trib . ..*...~e.*....*o...e.~e*~.~..4.. Nlc 38 SW 
Stream dralining Looh Dun~on~...~.~..~~......~~.... NX g NW 
MoAdanPs Burn trib 4ee*e~ee*oe*******ee**eoe**o~eo*e m!sm 
Bmnan Hill,Looh Miunooh l e*e*o***em******e*e*eeeeee m!sNw 
South-west of Loch Harrow l *~*e**eee*ee~~oe~e*a~e~e* m58m 
South-we& of Loch Narrow l e*oe**ee*eo*a**ee*e*e**** =!am 
5616 8415 
4671 7710 
5774 8430 
5629 8402 
4644 7737 
6133 7758 
6121 7747 
5399 7899 
5451 7882 
5496 7857 
4733 7884 
5403 8353 
5379 8379 
5710 8859 
5691 899 
5880 8768 
5738 8564 
5667 bcj61 
5441 8377 
5397 8418 
5276 8522 
5366 8559 
5327 8577 
5248 8632 
5235 8644 
76 S 
77 S 
78 S 
79 s 
80 S 
81 S 
82 S 
83 S 
84 S 
85 s 
86 S 
87 S 
88 S 
89 S 
90 S 
91 S 
92 S 
93 S 
94 S 
95 S 
96 S 
97 8 
98 S 
99 S 
loo S 
Hawse Burn trib l **e*o*******e********ee****eeeeeeee msm 
Hawm Bmttrib l ooooooeeoooooeoeoeooooooooeeeeeeeoe NJv3m 
Hawrre Burn trib l ************.********************** NW-w 
Hawse wtm trih l e*eee*eeeeeeeeeeee**e*e*e**eemoeeee Nx g3 SW 
Hawse Burn trib l o*eeeeeeeeeee*e*e*ee*eee*e*eeeeeeee Nx 50 SW 
South of Loch Dungeon l eeeeee**eeeeeeee**eeee4eeeeee Nx 58 SW 
South of Looh Dungeon l eeeeeeee*eeeeeee~*eeeee**eeee~ Nx g-l SW 
Folk Burn l eeeeee*eeeeeeee*eeeee*e*eee*eeeeeee*eeee* m58m 
LumfordBurn l e~eeeeeee*eee*eeaeeeeee*ee~eeeeee~eee~ NW-w 
MoAdads FSurn trib l eeeeeemeeeeeeeee**eeee*eeeeeeeee Nx fj8 SW 
MoAdam's Bum trib l *ee*e*e*eeeeeeeeee**eeeeeeeeee*e m5-w 
MoAdads Burn trib l eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaee*eeeeeeeeeee.a m 58 m 
Folk Burn trib l **..******************************** Nmjm 
Folk Burn l eeeeeeee*eeeee*eeeeeeeeeee*eeoeee*e*ee*** Nu8m 
Off Craig&m l *eeeeeee*ee*e*ee*~ee~**eeeee*eeeee*ee =!sm 
Off Craigrine l OO*OOO*OOOOOOOOOO*O*OO~O*O*OOOOOOOOOO =58m 
Polmaddy Burn head-waters l e*eeoeeeeoeeeeee*oe*o*oee rJx58m 
Polmaddy E&m l eeee*eeeeeeeeeeeeee*eeoe*eee*eeee*eee NX 58 NW 
Maroh Burn trib l 6eeeeeeeee*e*eee~eeeeeeeeeee*eeeeee 1sx 48 m 
Maroh Burn l *.****.**4****************.***********. Rx 48 NE 
Kirreoch Burn frib l e***eeeeeeee*eeeee*eeee*eee*eeee NX 48 NE 
Maroh Burn trib l e*eeeeeeeeeee****eeeeee*eeeeeee*eee~ 19x 48 NE 
Maroh Burn .trib l ee*e*e*e**eeeeee**e**eeeee*eeeeeee* Nx 48 NE 
ICirreooh Burn l e**eeee*eeoee*eeee**e*eeooee*e*e*eeee NX 48 NE 
Kirreooh Burn l ee**ee*eeeeeeo*eeeeeeeeee*ee*ee*e*eee mat 40 NE 
5163 8519 
5Q55 8597 
5060 8605 
5146 8462 
5170 8435 
5184 8408 
5199 8396 
5254 8723 
5325 8717 
54w 8459 
5493 8554 
5512 6580 
5168 8754 
5139 8703 
5177 8893 
5185 8891 
%42 8856 
5118 a941 
4802 a595 
4aw 8583 
4839 8842 
4934 8595 
4916 8637 
4882 8804 
4887 8796 

126 s 
127 S 
128 S 
129 S 
130 S 
131 S 
132 S 
133 S 
134 S 
135 S 
136 S 
137 S 
138 S 
139 S 
140 S 
141 S 
142 S 
143 S 
144 S 
145 S' 
146 S 
147 S 
148 S 
149 s . 
150 S 
Garrary Burn trib l ~o~~*~~~*~*~~~*~~eo*oo~~~*e~*e~ NX 58 SW 5376 8~4 
Caraphairn Lane trib l oo4ooooooeooo*oooo*eooo*oooo rJx 59 NbJ 5349 9538 
Carsphairn Lane trib l **oooo*oooooooooooooooo*oo*o = 59 m 5237 9606 
Shallooh Burn trib l ~~~m****o~*ee**m***m**o~*o~o~* NS 50 SE 5668 0047 
Shallooh Burn frib l *~~~~~~oe~~~~o~~*~o~~~e~~~e~*~ 1~s y SE 5696 0051 
Shallooh Burn trib l *ee*****o**e********e******e** NS 50= 57480071 
Brounhil1 Burn l ************e****e**e*******e***** 10s 50 SW 5465 0095 
Bon Burn trib l ******e******o*m******************* = 59 NE 5664 9814 
Marbraok Burn trib l ~~e~*~*~~*e*~~~~*~o~*e**~*~~~~ M[: 59 SE 5963 9386 
Marbrack Burn trib l *******e***o*************e**** = 59 = 5948 9455 
Marbmck Burn trib l oooooooo**ooooooo*oooooooooooo tax69sii 60889410 
Polifferie Burn trib l ***e****o***eo*****o******** NX 69 MJ 6245 9926 
Polifferie Burn trib l ********m**e***o*e*********e M[ 6g NU 6235 9911 
Polifferis Burn trib *o******o**em***e**e**e***e*o NX 6g NW 6268 9830 
Poldores Burn trib l ooooooo*oooooooo***ooo**oooo*ou = 69 m 6125 9747 
Poldores Bum trib l ******b*o****oe*************** NX 6g NU 6108 9816 
Poldores Burn trib *.***********************a***** NX 69 m 6045 9797 
Poldores Burn trib l o*e***o***************e***me** m 6g N# 6131 9719 
Poldores Burn trib l ********e*****o***********a*** NX 6g NW 6115 9715 
Marbrack Burn trib, l *********m**e*eo***e**m***a*** NX 6g mr 6145 9612 
Marbrack Burn trib l *****************.************ NX 69 Nw 6061 9554 
Bow Burn trib l ******o***e*************o*4*.****** xx 69 NW 6084 9860 
Bow Burn trib l oo*oo*oooo**ooooo*ooo***o*ooooo*eoo HX 6g NW 6042 9933 
Bcw Burn trib ~o~oooooeoooooooo~~~ooo~oo*~o**ooooo 10x 6g rw 6060 9866 
Poldoree Burn trib l eooooo~o~~ooeo~ooo~oo~~oo~~o*o m 69 m 6212 9693 
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APPENDIX I (oont) #inerat.isation in Pan Concentrates 
No. Type booa1ity 6~’ Sheet Grid ref. 
201 S 
202 S 
203 S 
204 S 
205 S 
206 S 
207 S 
208 S 
209 S 
210 S 
211 S 
212 S 
,213 S 
214 S 
215 S 
216 S 
217 S 
218 S 
219 S 
220 S 
221 S 
222 S 
223 .s 
224 S 
225 S 
Carrick Lane trib l ***e*e*****e*****e*m***o*e**o** RX 49 s~ 4657 9478 
Stream into DaU.oohl.ingtooh**~....********.***** Nx $9 NE 4612 9580 
Whitespout Lane trib l *ee**ee*******************o* NX 49 NH 4420 9532 
Whitespout Lane trib l **e**eme*eeoo*e*e*e***e*ee** Nx 49 SW 4407 9391 
Whitespout Lane trib l ******************o********* Nx 49 NW 4497 9524 
Loch Riecawqnorfh side l *******o****a**********e* Rx 49 sn 4374 9417 
Whitespout Lan3 tPib l *a********e***************** NX 49 SW 4313 9480 
WY. och bane l ***o*****o*****o*****************e** I-H 49 SW 4281 9471 
Ball. och Lane l **oao********e*********e**********ea Nx 49 NW 4191 9528 
Cornish Looh,south side l e***e*******o***oe**e*e*e NX 49 SW 4101 9282 
Cornish Loch,south side l ***e****e**ee*e*e*e*eoe** NX 49 SW 4046 9205 
Cornish Looh,east side l ***************m********eo NX 49 SW 4166 9363 
Loch Riecawqwest side l eeee*e**e*e*e****e**e***ee Nx 49 SW 4192 9171 . 
Loch Riecawr,west side l oee**e**e**+****oe***e**o* Rx 49 SW 4186 9205 
Loch Riecawqwest side ********************a****** NX 49 SW 4227 9294 
Loch Rieoawqwest side l e*e******e*e****e*e*o*e*e* m 49 SW 4236 9363 
Loch Doon,east side bme**e**eeeo*e*eee*ee*eeae*e** l+tx 49 = 4929 9410 
Loch Doon,east side l *ee****ee*eaee**e**e**ee**e** = 49 SE 4960 9445 
Looh Doon,east side l ****e***eoeeeeemee****ee*m**e NX 49 NE 4960 9517 
Loch Doon,east side l eoe*e**ee*e*eoeeeoe**ee*mee** NX 49 SE 4871 9281 
Whitespout Lane trib l e*m**e*e*ee*e*e***ee**eea*ee Nx 49 SFa 4576 9308 
Whitespout Lane trib l **eee*oe**ee*ee**e****e**eee = 49 = 4533 9313 
Loch Rieoawqsouth side l **e**ee*e*e********e*ee*e Nx 49 SH’ 4224 9087 
Loch Rieoawr,south side l *****e**e**e*eee**ee**e*e Nx 49 SW 4223 go68 
Loch Rieoawr, south side l *ee*e***e**eee**emeee*e** = 49 SW 4235 9058 
. 
226 s 'Punskeen Lane .................................... NX 4g su 4306 go66 
227 S Tunskeen Lane trib ............................... = 48 w 4234.8gw 
228 S Tunskeen Lane trib ............................... wx 48 1s~ 4328 0887 
229 s Looh Doon,south side ............................. Nx 49 SE 4793 9367 
230 8 Looh Maoateriak beaoh sand ....................... M[ 49 SW 4383 9066 
231 S E&in La;ne trib .................................. = 49 SlJJ 4433 9065 
232 S E&inLane ....................................... m 49 SE 4536 9084 
233 S E&in Lam trib .................................. = 49 = 4565 9113 
234 S Whitespout Layre trib ............................. 'wx 49 SW 4445 9319 
235 8 E$lia Lane trib .................................. m 49 = 4% 9166 
236 S Eglti Lane trib .................................. NxqgsE 4fj82gI82 
237 s . Egiin Lane trib ................................... m 49 SE 4526 9118 
238 S E&in Lane trib .................................. = 49 SE 4540 9043 
239 S GrJa Lane trib l ooooooeooeoeooeoooooooeoeooo*eooo~ m 49 = 4712 9115 
240 S MaLane trib ................................... xx 48 m 4618 8995 
241 S Gala Lane trib ................................... Jm 49 SE 4788 9022 
242 S Gala Lane trib ................................... = 49 = 4792 9036 
243 S Gala Lane trib l *eeeoaeeoeeee*eeeee*eo*eeeeoee~eee m 49 = 4786 9086 
244 S GaIaLane trib ................................... 16 49 SE 4781 9140 
245 S Nhitespout Lane trib ............................. m 49 SE 4566 9360 
246 S GaIaLane trib ................................... m 49 = 4820 9236 
247 S Gurnellooh Burn trib ............................. xx 58 sw 959 8306 
248 S GurneIIooh Burn trib ............................. Nx 48 sE 4963 8303 
249 s cUrnelXo& Bum tr%b ............................. =48= 4989 8272 
250 S GalaLane trib l ooo~o~ooooo*oe~oooooeeo~o~e*o~ooo~ NX 48 I@ 4642 8666 
APPENDIX I (oont) Mineralisation in Pan Concentrates 
No. TYW Looality 6” Sheet Grid ref. 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
s. 
S 
S 
Eg!_in Lane trib l **ee*4*e***@*ome*oo********e****** NX 48 NW 4370 8600 
E&in Lane trib l *ee****e***eoeo*e******o***o*****o ox 48 m(r 4346 8689 
Curnelloch Durn trib l ***o**ee*****oa*******e****** kt 58 SW 50jl 8167 
Curnelloch Durn trib .eee**oo**m***e******e*e****e* . NX 48 SE 4977 8076 
Curnellooh Durn trib l ****e*******o****ee*eo******* NX 48 SE 4921 8098 
Downies Burn trib l e*e****e***o***o***a**********e* NX 48 NE 4956 8502 
Downies Durn trib l ee*eeem*eeroee*eeo~e*~*~~*e~e~oe NX 48 SE 4967 8462 
Downies Burn trib l ************o**e*********be***** M( 48 = 4957 8435 
Downies Burn trib l ****e*e***e*******m**e***o*e**** HJI 48 = 4807 8394 
Cooran Lane trib l ***e***o******e******e*o**e**a*** m 48 SE= 4799 8301 
Cooran Lane trib l *ee***e*********o*i*o*o****e***e* NX 48 = 4659 8097 
Cooran Lane trib l **o*e*e***e**e***m**o*********e** NX 48 SE 4619 8149 
GalaLane trib l o****e****oee**e****e*****e******** NX 48 NE 4641 8887 . 
Gala Lane trib l *************o**m**************oe*e Nx 48 m 4619 8774 
Glenhead Burn trib l **e*o****e********e************ Nx 47 NW 4364 7971 
Glenhead Barn trib l eee********e***oo****oe**oe*e** WJI 47 IJM 4393 7942 
Glenhead Burn trib l ****e*****o*****o**************~ NX 47 m 4363 7920 
Minnooh Water trib l m*eeee**o*e****eb********e*e*** NX 39 SE 3690 9027 
Shal.looh Durn trib l *****o**eo******o********e*m*** lm 39 = 3871 9114 
Shall.ooh Burn trib l *oeeoeeeeeeooeem*ee*oeeeeee*eoe Nx 39 SE 3869 9181 
Shaltooh Durn trib l *o****e*e**a**e*o**********ee** m 39 SE 3873 9174 
Shalloch Durn trib l *******m****e****o************e NX 38 m 3953 8969 
Shallooh Barn trib l e*ee*e*eoe*meoe*eeem*e*oeeee~** Nx 39 = 3886 9108 
Cross Burn trib l e*********o********o*e*****e**m*** NX 38 NE 3924 8817 
Cross Durn trib l e*ae**e*****e***o*a********eo***** TJx 38 NE 3979 8818 
276 s 
277 s 
278 S 
279 s 
280 S’ 
281 S 
282 S 
283 S 
284 S 
285 S 
286 S 
287 S 
288 S 
289 S 
290 S 
291 S 
292 S 
293 S 
294 S 
295 S 
296 S 
297 S 
298 S. 
299 S 
cross Burn trib .................................... NX 48 NW 4022 8825 
Cross Burn trib .................................... NK 48 NH 4057 8805 
Cross Burn trib l *eeeeee*e*aeeee**4~~**eee~e*eeeemo* NX 48 IW 4068 8797 
Cross Burn trib .................................... NK 48 NW 4076 8774 
Crose Burn trib l *ea~e*ae~e~eeeee~~~~~~~***eae~eeeee NX 38 NE 3968 8793 
Kirshinnooh Burn trib .............................. NX 48 NW 4182 a604 
Kirshinnooh Burn trib .............................. NX 48 NW 4194 a608 
’ Kirshinnooh Burn trib .............................. Nx 48 NH 4209 8620 
Water of Minnooh trib .............................. NX 38 SE 3808 8405 
Water of Minnooh trib .............................. NK 38 SE 3825 8377 
Water of Minnooh trib l aeeemeeee*eo**a**eeeeeeeeee*b NX 38 SE 3845 8334 
Kirkennan Burn trib ................................ NK 48 SW 4026 a407 
Kirkennan Burn trib ................................. NX 48 SH 4054 a475 
Kirkennan Burn trib ................................ Nx 48 SW 4041 a481 
Water of Minnoch trib .............................. psx 38 SE 3956 8178 
Water of Minnoch trib l *ee*eoe*eee*eeeeee*meeooeeeoe Nx 38 SE 3997 8320 
Water of Minnoah trib .............................. NX 38 SE 3908 0298 
Buohan Burn trib ................................... Nx 48 SW 4209 8444 
Buchan Burn trib l eoe*eeeoee**eeeeeeme*eee*eeaeeeeee NX 48 SW 4283 8472 
Buohan Burn trib ................................... NK 48 SW 4336 8478 
Buchan Burn trib ................................... NX 48 SW 4352 8458 
Buohan Eurn trib ................................... rfx 48 SW 4200 a256 
Buohan Bum trib ................................... I?X 48 SW 4262 8238 
Qt en TrooY., north side l eeee**eeee*eoeebee*e*eee*eeee Nx 38 SE 3996 -5 
300 S Cn.en TrooLnorth side..,. . . . . ...srtfLLLLtfLLtl..... NX 16 SE 1986 t&&_ 
APPENDIX I (oont) Hneralisation in Pan Conoentratee 
No. Type Looslity . 6” Sheet Grid ref. 
301 S 
302 s 
303 S 
304 S 
305 S 
306 S 
307 s 
308 S 
309 S 
310 S 
311 S 
312 S 
313 S 
314 S 
315 S 
316 S 
317 S 
318 S 
319 S 
320 S 
321 S 
322 S 
323 S 
324 S 
325 S 
Glerx Trool,north side ............................. HX 48 SW 4032 8092 
Glen Trool.,north side ............................. NX 48 SW 4046 8102 
hohan Burn trib .................................. NX 40 SW 4140 8229 
Buohan Burn trib .................................. NX 40 SW 4104 0164 
Glen TrooJ.,north side ............................. xx 40 SW 4065 8033 
Glen Trool.,north side ............................. NX 48 SW 4072 8029 
Buohan Burn trib .................................. NX 48 SW 4200 8070 
@.enhead Burn trib l ee*eoee**e*ee**ee*e*eeeeeeeee*e Nx 40 SW 4234 8069 
Glen Trool,south side ............................. = 47 N-H 4204 7974 
Glen Trool,south aide ............................. NX 47 NW 4115 7931 
Qlen Troolgouth side ............................. = 37 IfE 3971 7777 
Glen Trool,south side ............................. NJc 37 l+m 3961 7766 
Glen Trool,south side ............................. m 37 1JE 3951 7775 
Glen Trool,south side ............................. ti 37 BE 3944 7753 
Glen Troolr,south side ............................. NE 37 m 3867 7720 
Glen Trool.,south side ............................. l-+m 37 NE: 3931 7745 
Pulniskie Burn .................................... NX 47 NW 4481 7620 
Pulniskie Burn .................................... NX 47 NW 4187 7608 
Water of Hinnooh trib ............................. m 47 m 4029 7644 
Water of Minnooh trib ............................. N-X 47 IN 4038 7665 
Water of Minnooh trib ............................. mx 37 m 3956 7646 
Glen Trool,south side ............................. =47 lfw 41707805 
Glen Trool.,raouth side l *emo*eee~4**oo*eeoe~eeee~e*e BJx 47 lfw 4168 7749 
Glen Troolpouth side ............................. =47m 41567733 
Looh Neldrioken,north side ......................... . 48 su 4397 8327 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345. 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
8 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
!l! 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
8 
S 
Looh I?s%drioken,north side emoemm*mmem*e**mmmmmmmm* m 48 SW 4370 8341 
Gairland Burn l *mmmemmom**me*m*mmmee*e*o**mmmmmm*mo xx 48 SW 4334 8209 
Looh llTe%drioken,notith side l mmooo*m0o*ooo*ooommoomm~ NK 48 SW 4487 8335 
Looh Heldrioken beaoh sand l mmmmm*mmee*emmmmmmmmmmm ti 48 SW 4494 8326 
Looh Neldrioken,south ~id~mmmmm*e*eeeee*mmemmmmmme HX 48 SW 4499 8289 
aen Trool,south side l *mmmm*memmmmm*o*momo*m*mmemm NX 37 m 3973 7840 
C0rdorca.n Burn trib l mmmmm4m*e*mmmmeee*ee*emmmmm*me 811 47 SW 4107 7302 
Cordoman Burn trib l oomoeoooomooooooeooomommomoooo ‘wrx 47 SW 4198 7416 
Cordorcan wlm trib l mmmmmmmmmmmeeeeomemeebmmm*mmem m 47 SW 4202 7414 
Cordoman Burn trib l *e*mmmm*mmmemmmm*oeemmmmmmem** 1Jx 47 SW 4177 7377 
Cordoroan Bum trib l mm*mmee*mmmm*mmm*mmmmmmm*mmmmm NX 47 SW 4063 7383 
Pulniskie Burn trib l eme*m*m*em***mm**mmemeemmm***o = 47 SW 4040 7442 
Silver Rig mine dump l mm*m*e*om*eo***e*m*mmmememmm* Nx 37 = 3776 7290 
River Cree trib l mmemm*m0mm*e**m*e**em*eemmmmmmmeom Mt 37 SE 3782 7264 
River Cree trib l e**mmmmmmeeeem*e***e*ee***mmmm*oee Nx 37 SE 3820 7359 
Tonderghie Burn trib l mom*eome**meme*ee*eemmmmmmmeo NX 47 = 49t8 7530 
Tonderghie 3urn trib l moooooommo*ooooooeoooom*oomee = 47 NE 4935 7530 
Tonderghie Burn trib l em*mmmmemmm*eeemmmm*mm*me*mm* Hlc 57 SW 5oo6 7494 
thy Mare's Tail Bum t~ibmm*mmeme*~*em*mmmmmmmmm* NX 47 SE 4865 7419 
Grey Mare's Tal]. Bum t~ibeemmmeeeeemeem*emmmmmmme NK 47 SE 4830 7339 
Tonderghie Burn trib l aom*m*mm**e**ee*eom*mmmmomooo ESX 57 SW 5o28 7318 
Tondeqhie Burn trib l *mme*e*em*m*ee***e**m**mmomeo~ it 57 SW 5018.731.8 
River Crse trib l mmememmmeem*eem****e***oe*mm****ee la 37 liJE 3900 7513 
River Cree trib l ooomoeoooeoooooooooeooo**ooomooeoo = 37 8.E 3769 7491 
River Wee trib l mooooooo*oo*eoeooeo*eo*omoom*moooo = 37 s15: 3742 7465 
Th 
APPENDIX I (oont) Mineralisation in P8n Conoentratee 
No. Type booality 6” Sheet kid ref. 
351 S 
352 S 
353 S 
354 S 
355 S 
356 S 
357 S 
358 S 
359 S 
360 S 
361 S 
362 S 
363 S 
364 s 
365 S 
366 S 
367 S 
368 S 
369 S 
370 S 
371 S 
372 S 
373 S 
374 S 
375 8 
Cordoroan Burn trib l oooo*ooooooooooo*oooo*oooooooo m 37 SE 3967 7173 
Comloroan Bqrn trib l o************ee*****@******e** lim 37 = 3915 7247 
River Cr88 trib l **********e*****e*****oe********o~ EJX 47 SW 4101 7095 
River Cm8 trib l *****************e*******o*******o = 47 su 4001 7038 
Pankiln Burn trib l *********************e**e***e*** m 47 = 4767 7192 
Tonderg;hi8 &Z'Jl l *..*.**e************e************* Nx 47 SE 4990 7317 
Grey Mare's Tail Burn l ***o***am***o************o*o = 47 = 4912 7262 
Palnure Burn trib l *e********e*****m*************** rJx 47 SE 4854 :192 
Pulnee Burn trib 4************o**********e********* = 47 = 4713 7332 
mn88 Burp trib l ******************************e** HJc 47 SE 4710 7336 
&l.n88 Bum trib l ******e***********e******e******* NX 47 = 4737 7285 
Pulnee Burn trib l ****m*e*****e**e*****e*******o*** Nx 47 SE 4732 7292 
Pulnee Burn trib ~eooeeee*eeeeeeeeeeoeeeeeee*eeeeee Nx 47 SE 4700 7218 
hln88 &irn trib l *****e*********o***************** NX 47 = 4640 7260 
Pemkiln Burn trib l *e**m***o*o******************e** 1Jx 47 NW 4423 7565 
Penkiln Burn trib l ***************.*******.******** NX 47 MJ 4428 7566 
Penkiln Burn trib l *o****************e************* = 47 NIJ 4425 7566 
Penkiln Burn trib l ****o*****e*e******************* . M(:47m 4426 7541 
Penkiln Burn trib l **e***m*e*e****e****o*******oa** =43m 4386 7525 
Penkiln Burn trib l e***oe**oe********o*o********e** Nx 47 SW 4378 74Q 
Penkiln Burn trib *o*@*************e***me*****o*mo* IJX 47 SW 4Bl 7446 
Penkiln Burn trib l *************e****************** = 47 SW 4354 7420 
Penkiln Burn trib l ***********o**e**o***ea****o*e** Nx 47 SW, 4387 7372 
Penkiln Rum trib l e**o*****e****o**e*****ooo**o*** rix 47 SW 4415 7336 
Pankiln Burn trib .ooooooo**oooooooooooo**ooo*oo... = 47 SW 4473 7268 
. 
376 
377 
378 
379 
380 
381 
382 
383 
384 
385 
386 
387 
388 
389 
390 
391 
392 
393 
394 
395 
396 
397 
398 
399 
400 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
Peniciln Burn trib l ******oo***************o**e***** Nx 47 SW 4455 7335 
Penkiln Burn trib l o*********e******e***e*o*******e Nx 47 SW 4457 7104 
Penkiln Bum trib l eoeoomoo*e*oooeeeeeoeeoee**o*e*e Nx 47 SW 4439 7034 
Penkiln Burn trib l ****o***ae*****oeeeeoeo*eeo*e*** Nx 47 SW 4454 7137 
Penkiln Burn trib l *****e**e*e****e*****e*o*******e 1Qx 47 SW 4466 7159 
Penkiln Burn trib l ******ee*******e*eeee*ee**e***** NX 47 SW 4298 7170 
Penkiln Burn trib l ee*e***e**e****e**e*eee****e**** mc 47 SW 4290 7126 
Penkiln Burn trib l o**e***eee**o*e***eeeoeeooee**** NX 47 SW 4260 7130 
Penkiln Burn trib l *e*ee****e******ee**e*e********e NX 47 SW 4257 7155 
Cooran Lane trib l e*o*****e*******e*e**ee*ee******e mc48s1s: 46138434 
Round Loch of the Dungeon beach sand.............. Nx 48 SE 4667 8484 
Cooran Lane trib l e*e******e*****ee**e************* RX 48 SE 4721 8338 
Cooran Lane trib l *o**********e***ee*************** 1Jx 48 SE 4745 8394 
Cooran Lane trib l *e***e*********em~*e**~**e******e Mx 48 sF# 4681 8288 
Pulnee Burn trib l *ee***ee****e****e****e*e******o* NX 47 SE 4594 7362 
Pulnee Burn trib l *****e*******e*e*e**eeee**e****o* Nx 47 m 4612 7455 
Pulnee Burn tcib l *e*****e*****e*********ee******** IJX 47 = 4611 7493 
Pulnee Burn trib l ****************eo**ee********eo* NX 47 = 4580 7424 
Pu'lnee Burn trib l *****************ee************** NX 47 SE 4581 7467 
Pulnee Burn trib l *****************e****e*ee*****e* Nx 47 m 4618 7513 
Pulnee Burn trib l ***e*****************e*e*******e* = 47 = 4594 7547 
Pulnee Burn trib l *ee**e*********e****e*o**e*e***** Nx 47 I@ 4584 7545 
Pulnee Burn trib l **o*e*********e**o*e**e**e****o*e xx 47 NE 4590 75io9 
Olen of BaqTalnotrg l ***e**mee*me*****e*e~eoee*a*e~ lJx 47 = 4766 7019 
Grey Max+s Tail Burn l e****e*o*e*oe*e**eo*ee***oa* NX 47 = 4884 7282 
APPE&!DIX I (wont) linera);i&atiirrr in Pan Concentrates 
-- ~- 
Type Looszity 6” Sheet Grid ref. 
401 s Grey &we's Tail Burn trib ........................ NX 47 SE 4900 7318 
402 B Grey Marems Tail Burn u~erfall................... NX 47 SE 4912 7262 
403 S Grey !&me's Tail Burn tub ........................ NX 47 SE 4895 7245 
404 a B'J.aok Water of Dee trib ~*~*~****~~~*~~~~~.a***~~*~ NX 57 HW 5168 ?899 
EXPI,ANATION 
VQpe * l o.*e*** S-Stream Debris; R-Weathered Rook; D-Drift; T-Eump from Mine or Trial 
‘6” Sheet'..., Designation of Ordnance Survey 1:lO 560 map. 
'Grid ref.'... National Grid Reference to eight figures, 
ttribQ l ~*.***L Indicates the sample was taken from a tributary of the named stream. 
CU 
Pb 
Zn 
MO 
Fe0 
FeS 
As 
Au 
* 
Copper 0 Abundant - more than 3% by weight of concentrate. 
Lead 0 Common- more than s by weight of concentrate. 
Zinc 0 Present - invariably present in small amounts. 
Molybdenum l Trace - only one or two grains in any concentrate, 
Iron (as Hematite) 
Iron (as Pyrite) 
Arsenic 
Gold 
Entries in this column indicate the presenoe of additional significant minerals; 
'Th'- Thorium (in Monazite) 'TV- Titanium (in Anatase, Ilmenite) 
'W'- Tungsten (in Scheelite) 
C 
i 


